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ASSBMBLYMAN Bi\RI« A. Mc:BNRE (Olaiman) : Good IIDrning. I 

would like to welcane everyone to our public hearing. 'Ibis is the 

Assembly County Government and Regional Authorities Committee, convened 

this IIDrning for the purpose of providing an opportunity for a 

discussion between us, as Committee members with direct responsibility 

to the Legislature for matters relating to solid waste, arXi you, 

elected arXi appointed officials with responsibility in the area of 

solid waste. This hearing will allow you to provide us with your 

concerns arXi your advice regardir¥3 opportunities whidl we may have 

legislatively to assist you in the developnent of your solid waste 

management plans. 

As all of you Jmow, the debate over solid waste management in 

New Jersey began in approximately 1970. so, here we are 15 years 

later, still reviewing and discussing probably the IIOSt illp:>rtant 

institutional problem that we - as the State of New Jersey - have 

faced in many years. We have not only an inmediate ex>ncern with water 

management, as all of us recognize, but, over the tenure of three 

Governors and seven Legislatures, a concern with appropriate solid 

waste management, whidl has been a matter for everyone's consideration 

and has been an everyone's agenda. 

With me this IIDrnir¥3 is my colleague fran Hudson County, 

Assemblyman Anthony Vainieri. OUr three other members of the Ccmni ttee 

are unable to be here this IIDrning. we have sane questions for you, 

and we hope you have questions for us. I hope we all leave here, 

really, with a sense that the Legislature is interested in your 

progress and very much concerned with any opportunity we might have to 

assist you further. 

We anticipated having representatives of 13 counties arXi the 

Hackensack Meadowlands appear today. we have had a few cancellations, 

possibly Warren and Burlington COUnties; other than that, I believe we 

will be hearir¥3 fran eadl of our districts. Of course, the amnents 

will be transcribed and transcripts will be made available for the 

benefit of the public. we will prepare a capsulized report for the 

members of the Legislature. 

members of the Legislature. 

we are, of course, representing the 

They, as well as we, all have a 

substantial interest in the areas where we can help the counties. 
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We will begin 1:7;{ calling Morris County's representative to 

join us at the witness table, please. I understam we have Freeholder 

carol Murphy here this noming. Welcane, Freeholder • 

.,.._,nm. CARL J. IIJRPIIY: Thank you very ouch, gentlemen. Olaiman 

McEnroe, ladies am gentlemen: My name is carol Murphy am I am a 

member of the Board of Chosen Freeholders of the County of Morris. I 

am here today representing my Board. 

I wish to thank you for givirJ3 me this opporttmity to discuss 

what we cxmsider to be New Jersey's JOOSt pressing problem. 
At the ootset, we want to congratulate this cannittee am its 

Olaiman for the farsighted legislation that went to the heart of the 

solid waste problem, rewards am finances. 

You are to be ccmnended, am we would like to add oor 

suggestions that the rewards be expanded aoo the burdens lessened 1:7;{ a 

few steps. 

Morris COunty's financial advisers have yet to make a 

definitive study on financing a resource recovery plant, but the early 

opinions we have gathered appear to be saying, •aevenue bonds won't be 

enough." 

We have been told there is sane question on the ability of 

New Jersey's financial industry to absorb the $4 billion in revenue 

bonds that will be needed to pay for the construction of 21 resource 

recovery plants, if, indeed, one is built in each county. 

We would suggest that the State reconsider its plans to DUild 

the 21 plants and instead build half that number based upon the solid 

waste flow that would make them nost efficient am eoonanically 

practicable. 

We would point oot that this may be beyonj the capabilities 

of the individual counties, since the political reality of siting makes 

it al.JlDSt impossible, unless the financial rewards are great enough to 

cwercane the •NIMBY, • or the •Not in my back yard" syndrane we have 

all gotten to know so very well. 

we are beginning to get indications that the financial 

benefits to be derived by a municipality hostiBJ a resource recovery 

center may be sufficient to overcame the alnost uniform resistance to 

sitiBJ aey facility that has anythii'J3 to do with garbage. 
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A statewide solid waste management authority, IOOdeled after 

our other successful regional authorities, such as the Port Authority 

of New York and New Jersey, or the Sports and Exposition Authority, 

could be the vehicle for siting, financing, constructing, and operating 

the necessary plants. 

Regionalization and rewards, we believe, will ultimately 

solve the problem. 

I do want to thank yoo for sh0t1ing the Wl£f and I hope our 

suggestions will be of some use in your future deliberations. 

With me todl£f is Mr. Glenn Schweizer, Morris County Solid 

Waste Coordinator, and Mr. Frank Schi.JIInenti, Olairman of the Morris 

County Solid waste Advisory Council. 

If you have any questions, I or either of these gentlemen 

will be rore than happy to answer them. '!hank you again for hearing 

me. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: '!hank you very much, Freeholder. Qle 

of the questions we have prepared to sutxnit to some of the northern 

counties where the major difficulty with siting and management, in a 

sense-- Qle of the questions I have for you is whether you feel a 

regional solution might be of assistance to you. I'm sure you want to 

go on record, as you stated in your testimony-

FREEHOLDER MURPHY: (interrupting) Yes. Quite frankly, we 

really do feel that a regional solution will be on record. As you 

know, Morris County is one of the counties presently rore heavily 

inpacted, as we see it anyway, by the results of the ~bunt Laurel II 

decision. Since that has a great effect on our projections of 

population for the year 2000, we honestly feel that regionalization 

would give us the opportunity to develq> a plant that could DDre easily 

be expanded to take the kind of population growth we see c::aning in that 

area, but for which we hesitate to spel'¥3 the DDneys at this time. To 

build a facility large enough, or perhaps as large as the one that is 

being developed in Newark, when it is not necessarily needed, could 

easily be a tremendous waste of the kind of moneys that we really feel 

are so very important in sanething like this. If the garbage caning in 

is not enough to make the plant economically feasible, then you have 

indeed wasted the taxpayers' roney and violated their trust. 
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On the other hand, if you constantly have to be expanding or 

updating, am you don't have the roan to, you nust then duplicate the 

facility. Again, you have violated a trust and have certainly shown a 

lack of planniD;;l ability. '!his is quite a new area for us in the State 

of New Jersey, and I really don • t think we have the track record yet to 

draw on to be right on target with everything, unless we do approadl it 

rather cautiously. But the sums of IIDileY being looked at to be 

expended are rather concerning when you are lookiD;;l at a projection. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: I want to a::mnent that in our review, I 

really have not heard that DEP, or the Administration for that matter, 

is supporting the construction of 21 resource recovery plants. 

FREEHOLDER MURPHY: well, it had been our understaming, fran 

things which have certainly been expressed before, that the goal was 

one resource recovery plant in each county. '!hat is still 21 , at least 

it was this JOOrning when I left ~rris County. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: I think 21 plans were considered, oot 

21 plants. Are there any other a::mnents that Mr. Schimnenti or Mr. 

Schweizer wish to make on behalf of Morris County? (affir:ma.tive 

response) Will you join us, please? 

~RANK SCBDM!Bl'I: Mr. Chainnan, members of the Ccmnittee, ladies and 

gentlemen: I also want to thank you for this ~rtunity to address 

your Cammdttee. I have a slight variation over what Freeholder ~1 

Murphy has just presented. I think it kind of points to an area which 

has a potential, and I would like to explore this with you at this 

time. 

A little over two years ago, I drafted a proposal -- a copy 
of which is attached to the submission I just made -- and submitted it 

with a cover letter to Ccmnissioner Hughey, Department of Envirornental 

Protection, Ccmnissioner Coleman, Department of Energy, and President 

Curran, Board of Public Utilities. This proposal is as timely today as 

it was when it was submitted. Resolution of solid waste disposal 

pcoblems in the State and in legislated solid waste districts has not 

progressed very far. 

At this time, I would like to reenter this proposal for your 

consideration. The proposal suggests that a legislative statute change 
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be made after field analysis to determine the validity of anticipated 

cost benefits to the State's solid waste management needs. 

The United States Government Public Utility Eegulatory Policy 

Act - PURPA, December, 1979 -- requires that all public utility 

ooopanies buy excess electrical power produced by a c::x>generator and pay 

him a fee equal to the highest avoided costs. The ~oposal I wish to 

make at this time suggests that State statutes be amended to carry this 
Federal ·mandate one step further. It proposes that legislative action 

be taken and regulations promulgated to require that public utilities 

servir¥J the State buy steam directly widl has been produced fran solid 

waste, to offset steam requirements normally self-generated by burnir¥J 

fossil fuels. The public utilities, again, would be required to pay 

the producer of steam fran waste a fee equal to the highest avoided 

costs. 

The proposal is based on the following: New Jersey's 

~ojected municipal solid waste load, considerir¥J State goals for 

source separation, can be disposed of in fran seven to eleven 
waste-to-energy conversion plants. Acoordir¥J to Moody's Public Utility 

Bar¥fuook, 1983, there are currently 15 coal-burning steam-producing 

electric generating stations in New Jersey. These stations ~esumably 

have all the necessary controls -- generators, transformers, switching 

gear, substations, and other electrical ancillary capital equipment -

in operating order. 

These stations can oeoame the potential users of steam from 

waste produced by independent agencies for a fee, conservir¥J natural 

resources am ~oviding a service to the State. The public utility 

coal fuel boilers can be maintained on stand-by for use to supplement 

existing demands, to supplement peak demands, am to supplement growth 

situations. 

The independent waste-to-steCIIl energy producer can be located 

an, near, or adjacent to the public utility site for the necessary 

steam connections. The cost of waste-to-steam energy facilities will 

be considerably reduced, since the producer of steam need not duplicate 

aey capital equipment on the public utility's steam side of the 

interface. Addi tianally, he will be required to use the •aest 

Available Control Technology" - BACT - for emission control. 
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The BACI' requirement will markedly inprove the areas of 

ambient air quality l:7j reducing so2 and N02 emissions am acid rain 
oondition inplications. '!he q>erational oost of a waste facility, as 

canpared to waste-to-electrical cogeneration, represents at least a 30% 

annual savings. 

Waste fuel inplementation can put a temporary hold on future 

public utility rate increase requests. It will conceivably reduce the 

current cuoount of energy beiBJ bought l:7j New Jersey utilities fran 

other states and Canada at oost premiums to New Jersey users. 

In conclusion, I sincerely believe that the most 

cost-effective and timely way to resolve the statewide waste disposal 

problem is to inplement the proposal stated herein. '!he legislative 

action and supporting regulations would cause utilities to buy steam 

directly produced fran waste, produciBJ electricity, am solviBJ the 

State's need to dispose of solid waste. 

I respectfully request that an appropriate technical State 

cxmnittee be established and charged to make a detailed field survey of 

steam generating stations in the State, their q>eratiBJ conditions, 

their capacities, their site characteristics and situations, and their 

steam requirements. '!he findiBJS of the carmittee and its experts 

should establish the validity and need for legislative action. 

I would like to just add - off-the-cuff - sane of the 

cannentary that has developed as a result of this past sutmission. 

DEP, of course, is concerned with recurrent State statutes which 

require independent district actions. As carol Murphy, our Freeholder, 

has indicated, this has alnost becooe an impossible task with public 

opposition and with the problems in siting these independent areas of 

waste control. 

'!he BPU has indicated that this would, of course, be a real 

distasteful task to the public utilities themselves. At this time, I 

would like to point out that when the PURPA Act came into being in 

1979, this was not a very pleasant task to be accepted by the 

utilities either. However, they have willingly postured themselves to 

accept all electrical energy produced by cogenerators in the State. 

So, I think here too, that while we may have general opposition fran 
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the public utilities, I'm sure that with the need for the control of 

waste in this State and other nore urgent needs for siting, and the 

beneficial aspects from using existing facilities and sites which have 

the bulk of electrical generation equipment already on hand, that this 

too may pass. 

With that, I would just like to open up this area to your 

questions, if I may. 

ASSmmt.YMAN McENroE: '.Itlank you, Mr. Schimnenti. we very 

llllch awreciate your report. It is a very technical report and, 

frankly, I do not have credentials anywhere C'CIIparable to yours 

regarding the concept you are proposing and introducing. I will ask 

our legislative research people to review your proposal. I would also 

like to ask the Department of Environmental Protection to look at your 

overall proposal. I am not sure that I ~ehend your intention here 

exactly, other than your concern with the overall cost of 

implementation of resource recovery plants arourx:t the State. But, it 

is certainly worthy of our consideration. I don't know what our final 

position will be~ however, it is certainly appreciated that you brought 

this to our attention. 

MR. SCHIMMENTI: I would like to say - maybe just in a 

nutshell -- that we have 15 steam-producing generating stations in the 

State. Most of these are under the control of Public Service Electric 

and Gas caapany. A small ntmlber are controlled by the Atlantic City 

Electric Canpany, and there are a few under the Jersey Central Power 

and Light caapany. '.Itlese stations, as I understand them, are basically 

used for peaking purposes. SOme of them are in a state of retirement~ 

sane may be in a state of nodemization and improvement. I'm saying 

these sites exist~ a lot of electrical capital equipment exists. If it 

is feasible, it is logical to site an independent steam generator 

next-door to them on the same site, adjacent to or nearby. You can be 

in the proximity of maybe a half a mile or up to a mile ~Nay and still 

be able to transfer steam energy without artt large losses. 

So, these facilities exist. '.Itley can be inproved if they are 

actually in a state of disrepair, has as been indicated. The State is 

growing. Tnere will be additional demands for electrical energy. we 
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have an auxiliary fuel in the way of waste that can be used for this 

purpose. we don't need to go into expensive cogeneration types of 

facilities, especially if this equipment is an hand and can be reused 

or can be improved and nDdemized. 'lhere is an avenue here that should 

definitely be looked at. I think it might have the potential for 

produciB3 the necessary sites and the necessary neans for solviB3 a big 

waste ~ram in the State. 

ASSEMBLYMAN Mc:ENR)E: 'lhank you very much. I have one 

question for both of you, as SOlid waste Olainnan and as the Freeholder 

representiB3 the County's elected officials. Has tt>rris County 

established a timetable for a resource recovery plant within its 

boundaries? 

FREEHOLDER KJRPHY: Yes. Presently, we are in an 

administrative oonsent order with the Departnent of Envirorunental 

Protection. 'lhat administrative oonsent order does, indeed, have 

timetables that establish the resource recovery facility, as well as 

our landfill. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROe: Have yoo identified a site for your 

resource recovery facility? 

FREEHOLDER MURPHY: we are wai tiB3 for the final 

environmental ~ct statement on the landfill projection prior to our 

definitive sitiB3 of the resource recovery facility. we thought we 

really should do one thing before the other. 

ASSEMBLYMAN Mc:ENIDE: Okay. Bow long do yoo think it will 

take you to site a resource recovery facility following the 
establishment of the landfill and the oampletian of that report? 

FREEHOLDER KJRPHY: we are looking at, I would say, four to 

five m:>nths. 

UNIDENTIFIED STAFF PERSOO FRCJtt K>RRIS CXXJN'lY (fran 

audience): Under the agreement with DEP, we are to choose a site by 

september, 1985. 

FREEHOLDER MURPHY: But, we are still six weeks behim in 

receipt of the first environmental inpact statement an the landfill, 

which, obviously, is one of the very key areas. so we may be six weeks 

IIDre. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: Then you would begin selection of a 

site for a resource recovery facility? 

FREEHOlDER MURPHY: Yes, we would. 

ASSEMBLYMAN Mc£NroE: we can anticipate that Morris COUnty 

will have at least sited a resource recovery facility within the COUnty 

within the next--

FREEHOLDER MURPHY: (interrupting) we will certainly be 

going right along with the deadlines am tine restraints that are in 

our schedule, yes sir. 

ASSE>!BLYMAN Mc:ENK>E: Thank you, Freeholder am Mr. 

Schinmenti; we appreciate it. Mr. Schweizer, thank you. 
Freeholder Kenneth Miller from Warren County, do you want to 

testify now or later? 

FREEHOLDER MILLER: I have an update on Warren COUnty • s 

progress, if you wish to hear that. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: we have you secooo on our list, but I 

know you requested to hold for a bit. Is it all right with you if--

FREEHOLDER MILLER: (interrupting) I would prefer to hold 

for a little while to hear same of the testimony. 

ASSEMBLYMAN Mcf:NROE: Very good, thank you. May we then hear 

fran Mrs. Teresa Martin fran Hunterdon County? (not present) Is Mark 

Everett, Executive Director, CUmberland County Improvement Authority, 

here? (affirmative response) Good morning, Mr. Everett. I'm 
Assemblyman McEnroe; Assemblyman Vainieri is on my right; Mr. Alati, 

our Majority Aide, is on his right; Miss McNutt, our ~ttee Aide; 
and, Mr. Torpey, our Minority Aide. 

MBK Wl•!•: Good morning, Mr. Chairman and members of the 

Ccmnittee. Thank you for giving ne the qp:>rtunity to speak to you 

today. I Clll going to be somewhat brief. 

I would just like to take this opportunity to convey same of 

CUmberland County's concerns regarding solid waste management. As I 

listened to sane of the testimony, it brought back the fact that so 

many things are different in the southern part of the State than in the 

northern part of the State, as will be made very clear, I guess, in my 

talk. 
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When we open our new facility next year, all nine of these lanjfills 

will close. we are all aware that these landfills have to be closed in . 
an environmentally sound manner. We estimate th(;lt the cost of closure 

to our County will be over $8 million. we are very haR¥ that Governor 

Kean has included $50 million in his environmental trust package, but 

if you look at 200 to 250 possible landfills in this State that have to 

be closed within the next few years, $50 million doesn't go too far. 

we are very, very ooncerned about the very small townships that may 

have 4,000 peq>le in them being able to afford these enornous costs. 

We hope we are canpetitive with the big landfills throughout the State 

in regard to getting this type of funding. 

ASSEMBLYMAN Mc::ENaJE: '!he closure costs in Cumberland County 

are a matter of genuine concern then? 

MR. EVERE'IT: Absolutely. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: I should say "sufficient" closure 

costs. 

MR. EVERE'IT: Right, getting that noney, if there is noney 

available in the Governor's package - the Environmental Trust Fund. 

We hope we will be carpetitive with the nuch, DUJch larger lanjfills, 

which, obviously, have mudl llDre waste. I testified before Senator 

Dalton's ~ttee and indicated that same of the small landfills in ~ 

County received as mudl waste in their entire active life as sate of 

the large landfills in North Jersey do in ooe day. We're talking about 

very small facilities that have a very limited amount of garbage. It 

has been going into these landfills for a long period of time, though 

not very mudl at a time. 'lhese landfills are open one day at a time. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: '!he capacity of the newly sited 

landfill that will serve the region - how many tons of waste per day 

will that accept? Is that planned? 

MR. EVERE'IT: our new County landfill is estimated to receive 

350 tons of solid waste per day, 365 days a year. 

ASSEMBLYMAN Mc::t:NR)E: '!hat will provide disposal facilities 

for all three counties? 

MR. EVERE'IT: No. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENroE: Just within your own COunty? 

MR. EVERE'IT: Just our own County. 
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As prescribed in our solid waste management plan, Cumberland 

County has chosen a landfill site. we chose a site without a consent 

order, without a CX>Urt mandate. we also have future plans for resource 

recovery in our County. our County landfill application-

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: (interrupting) May I just ask you a 

question? When you sey you plan resource recovery in your County, will 

that be a CUmberland County facility alone? 

MR. EVERETI': No, not necessarily. Our plan specifies that 

we will have an inter-district resource recovery facility ~ a single 

district resource recovery facility in our County. Currently, we are 

discussing, and have developed, a proposal with two neighboring 

counties for a joint resource recovery sitin;J venture. The t\1110 

counties are Atlantic County and cape May County. Right now, we are 

not sure exactly how that is goin;J to proceed, but we c:io have plans in 

that area. we have been \IIIOrking very hard at it. Do you have another 

question? 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: No, that was it for the nanent. 

MR. EVERETI': As far as our landfill goes, we have an 

engineering design before DEP. DEP has indicated that it will try to 

rule on this application on an expedited basis within a six-month time 

period. 'Ihree nonths have gone by up to this point. we hope to be in 

construction possibly in September. 

Most of my statements will relate to landfills, as our 

current problems and ongoing activities relate to landfills. Probably 

the greatest concern of our COUnty is to enCX>Urage the State to 

continue to force other counties to fulfill their obligations under the 

Solid waste Management Act. For better or for \IIIOrse, the Act has 

designated counties as solid waste management districts. 

Inplementation of district plans should be enforced by the State. 

Naturally, the greatest fear of a county sudl as ours in openin;J a new 

landfill is that the State will redirect solid waste to the new 

landfill, sudl as Cape Mey County. I think the whole sitin;J process 

would be seriously ~inged upon if this event did occur. 

Of great concern to my County also is landfill closures. we 
currently have nine landfills in our County which are now operating. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: '!bat's CUmberland County. 

MR. EVERE'rl': Right. I work for the CuiiDerland COUnty 

Inprovement Authority and its Board has raised a question c:x>nceming 

the administration of the resource recovery investment tax provided 

under Assembly Bill 1778. Under this bill, this tax will first go to 

the Division of Taxation, where 2% will be siphoned off for 

administrative costs. It will then proceed to DEP, where it would be 

held back, I believe, if in DEP's q>inion the COlD'lty was not fulfilling 

its obligations under the Solid waste Management Act. 

I would just like to indicate that for a county such as 

ours-- We were planning to do such a resource recovery tax, or set 

aside noneys out of our tippii'J3 fee to do this type of thii'J3 aeyway, 

although I believe it is necessary, probably throughout the State, for 

such an action to occur. It really works against us in CuiiDerlana 

County because we would have set this DDney aside anyway and we 

wouldn't have h~ to wait a year; and, we wouldn't have h~ to take 2% 

out for administration. ltlo is going to get the interest in this 12-

to 18-nonth period before the counties actually receive the funds? So, 

if there is anyway that this type of fund could be worked, such as the 

closure escr0tr.1 account on which DEP has the final SB:J as far as an 

expeooi ture being made, maybe that would be a way that would satisfy 

counties such as Cumberland. If this bill is to be ameooed in any way 

in the future, I would like that to be considered. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: The bill, am the current law derived 

fran it, are under c:x>ntinual review. we will, of course, accept your 

reccmnendation, arx:l we will review it carefully. 

MR. EVERE'rl': '!here is one other oc:mnent I would like to 

make. OUr CuiiDerland County Advisory Council has recently made a 

mtion that the State take a very serious, long, and hard look at 

recyclii'J3 markets before passii'J3 a mandatory recycling bill. I think 

we are all aware of the potential problems with the recycling bill 

producing so much recycled material without having adequate markets to 

reuse or recycle it. Such a bill would be a drastic measure for 

government to take. Such a bill would also require drastic measures to 

ensure that these materials could be marketed. 
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One final statement I "WOuld like to make, which I am not 

prepared to talk about very intelligently, is, as I speak with same of 

my counterparts in other counties and in the Hackensack Meadowlands, 

the insurance liability of landfills has beCCJ'IE a great, great concern 

to anyone in the landfill business. I believe you are going to hear a 

great deal about that today. we are goirr;J to get into the insurance 

market later this IIDnth, or next IIDI'lth, and I understand that no cne is 

writing policies for the liability of these facilities. '!hat is of 

great concern to us and we will be cddressirr;J that in the next IIDI'lth or 

t'WO. 

Do you have any other questions? 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENK>E: 'lhank you, Mr. Everett. we appreciate 

your cxmnents on the insurance area because even in the resource 

recovery facilities when they are constructed, there is a matter of 

concern about whether they will be insured appropriately. 

Without gettirr;J into the whole experience of the electric 

utilities as they relate to insurance or the lack of insurance at the 

Three Mile Island facility, this is all a matter of governmental 

concern and we are reviewing that and the possible requirements that 

these facilities be insured sanewhat near their replacement value. 

'!hat way there "WOUldn't be the impact in the future if there were any 

losses fran it. 

How do you think DEP has been functioning under the many 

mandates they have received fran the Legislature regardirr;J solid waste 

management in New Jersey? Do you think they favor the northern 

counties, the IIDre populated areas? Have they only been concerned with 

resource recovery facilities, or have they been equally concerned with 

the IIDre rural counties and their interest in sanitary landfills as a 

solution? 

MR. EVERE'rl': I can only speak to my direct experience. I 

have only "WOrked for the County for approximately 18 JOOnths. Since 

that time, we have IIDVed pretty rapidly ahead, and DEP has "WOrked with 

my group, with my County fairly well on this landfill siting issue. I 

don't have many catplaints, but one area of concern that always seemed 

- to me anyway, and this is my own personal opinion -- to be rather 
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obvious is that DEP gets mandate, after mandate, after mandate to do 

things am often they do not get the budget or the funding to be able 

to fully enact these mandates l:7j the Legislature. <l:>viously, we are at 

a period in tine where we don't have an endless supply of 10011ey to pay 

for these programs, and, honestly, DEP is growing l:7j leaps am bounds 

as it is, but it is very difficult for this agency to fulfill all of 

the mandates within the current staffing budget. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: lttlen the resource recovery facil tiy is 

constructed for the region of Atlantic, cape May, am Clmilerland 

Counties, in what county will it be sited? 

MR. E.VERETI': Well, we are not at that stage yet. Right ro~, 

we are developing a proposal to do a siting study - that is basically 

what it will be - to investigate potential sites in the counties. 

Actually, the study would l<:X:K at each county working independently, 

versus maybe siting two facilities, versus siting one facility in the 

associated landfills around it. Primarily we are just at the siting 

stage. We have not gone beyond that. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: You sited landfills that should be 

appropriate for your needs for the next - what period of time? 

MR. EVERETI': Well, Cape May county has a landfill oo line. 

We expect Cumberland to be the second landfill in the State to be fully 

licensed under the SOlid Waste Management Act. Atlantic county has 

fallen somewhat behind in its obligations to site a regional landfill. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENroE: '!hank you, Mr. Everett; we appreciate 

your testimony on behalf of CUmberland County. 

MR. EVERETI': '!bank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENOOE: Is Mr. Kirk COnover, Freeholder/Vice 

Chairman from Atlantic County, here? (affirmative response) Will you 

please join us? Mr. Conover, this is Assemblyman Vainieri oo my 

right. We are pleased that you have CCIIE here this oorning. 

IJMOIIDRR KIRt CXHJIBR: It is my pleasure to be here. Since I am a 

full-time businessman and only a part-time Freeholder, my written 

testiDDny will follow later this week in the mail. 

First of all, just to recap what Atlantic County has done so 

far, last Tuesday night the Board of Freeholders dlose a regional 
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landfill site for the County. 'Ihursday the County Executive vetoed the 

site, aoo today we are goir¥3 to override the veto. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: A lot of things have happened. 

FREEHOLDER ~OVER: Yes. Well, we're very active down 

there. I believe that in the five years I have been oo the Board, this 

is the first veto ever issued. As yoo can see, aroor¥J intelligent 

people there is a lot of disagreement as to where these facilities 
should go. 

The second case in point, our resource recovery facility-

we did a siting study that identified the FAA facility as the B)St 

logical place to site the resource recovery plant, for two reascms. It 

was al:Joost directly in the center of what we call the •waste centroid• 

for the County, equidistant from where the centers of solid waste are 

generated, aoo it was our only reliable custaner for steam. 'lbe FAA 

chose to issue a letter two paragraphs long on December 28, which said 

that they would not accept the facility within their boundaries. '!he 

reasons were because of seagulls and things that really didn't apply to 

resource recovery. we were very disappointed at the vague reasons they 

gave. 

we have since asked Congressman Hughes to· try to convene all 

of the interested parties, but I have a feeling that they are really 

not interested because they have other things on their agenda besides 

helping Atlantic County to solve its problem. we are going ahead with 

a new site selection study because we are just not goirr:.:J to be tied 

down by anyone else's decisions. 

Last OCtober, the County passed a recyclir¥3 resolutioo asking 

all of the nunicipalities to go into mandatory recycling. I might rx>te 

on that point that the County does not have the poWer to institute 

mandatory recycling. But, under oor voluntary program, the tamage, 

ever since we started three years ago, has doubled every year just 

through voluntary efforts. 

Let ne start by sayirr:.:J that I agree with the concept that 

county government should make the final decision. I personally - and 

I can speak on behalf of my colleagues on the Board - an not a big fan 

of regional authorities. we have always felt that we should haoole our 

own problems aoo take responsibility for our own people into our own 
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hands. '!he things I am going to talk about are sane in'prOYements to 

the process. I have been the Chainnan of the Solid waste cannittee for 

two and a half years now, and there are just a couple of things that I 

feel IlllSt be addressed and maybe in sane way institutionalized. I feel 

that DEP should be working closely with the oounties all the way along 

when siting landfills. My major point here is, we, as the Board of 

Freeholders, have made a decision and we are out on a limb on it. we 
don't know whether DEP really agrees with it or not. I feel that 

sanewhere along the way a procedure should be instituted where there 

are regular consultations with DEP, so that if we are gettiB3 too far 

off the track, or our professional study is not up to its standards, we 

will know about it before we make the difficult decision. 

We also feel that DEP should be assisting us in oonsolidating 

our activities. I would like to think that we can get together with 

cape May and Cumberland Counties. Some of the difficulties which exist 

are political. Some of them are technical. I feel that if DEP could 

institutionalize the process before all the counties get out on a limb 

with a landfill and a resource recovery -- and it takes a lot of 

leadership and a lot of strength to make these decisions -- we should 

know that DEP is goiB3 to try to guide us in the proper direction if 

regionalization is appropriate. 

One of the other big issues we face, and I'm speaking, I 

guess, for nost of South Jersey, is that the Pinelands cannission, on 

December 7, at a face-to-face meeting with myself and two other 

Freeholders, said that they would not approve any landfills in the 

Pinelands area unless it can be decisively shown that there is no other 

location anywhere else in the County. Now this puts us, in particular, 

in a difficult situation because east of the Parkway we are governed ~ 

CAFRA. ~st of the growth in the County is occurring east of the 

Parkway. West of the Parkway is where the Pine lands start, and if you 

take rational siting criteria, such as large buffer areas, large pieces 

of land adequate to last 20 years, you eoo up with Pinelands sites. 

What is really unfair is that we have one little stretch that goes up 

to Great Egg Harbor River west of the Parkway, definitely a Pinelands 

type environment-- as in CAFRA- because in 1970, saneone said, •This 
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piece of ground is very sensitive and should be protected. • 

Technically, it is not in the Pinelands, arxi the Pinelands have cane 

out and said in the paper that they would like us to put the facility 

at that site. 

SO, we have a definite problem with the Pinelarxis 

Ccmnission. I feel that sanewhere alon;;J the line the Pine lands, DEP, 

arxi the affected counties have to cane up with a solution that does oot 

write off one-third of the land area to landfills, because we all know 

we have to have landfills and we have to live with them. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENroE: Do you think there is a legislative 

solution? Do you think the Legislature should identify particular 

counties arxi require that these counties join in a ca11oon effort to 

site a resource recovery facility in certain areas of the State? 

FREEHOlDER a::NOVER: Well, I • 11 tell you, I don • t feel that 

the Pinelands camnission is as ooncerned about resource recovery 

facilities as it is about landfills. I think the resource recovery 

facility siting is going - in a nutual econanic interest - to be a 

cooperative effort, whereas the landfill is simply an environnental 

issue and can expand into a political issue. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENIDE: Do you think there is JOOre sensitivity 

to a landfill siting? 

FREEHOLDER CONOVER: Absolutely. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: In JOOst of those ex>unties? 

FREEHOlDER cx.NCNER: Absolutely. At our hearings, which we 

just went through-- we went through a whole series in December and we 
just went through a whole series in April, arxi the whole thin;;J has 

been, •well, let the State came in and site the landfills.• Now, this 

regional approach canes fran two groups of people. It canes fran 

elected officials who cannot stand up to public pressure, arxi it also 

canes fran citizens who think that the State is going to put it 

saneplace else. I don't feel that those are valid reasons to have a 

regional authority on landfills, so to speak. We should try to develq> 

sane sort of institutionalized process where DEP mediates regional 

solutions where they make sense. we haven't run into any q>position 

yet on resource recovery siting. Regarding the FAA facility siting, no 
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one spoke up at our public hearings about that. N'len we said in the 

paper that we were goiBJ to fioo a new site, no one even wrote a letter 

to the editor. 

One of the things that has cane up is that at every public 

hearing we have had, people have said, "We want you to explore all of 

the alternative technologies." Now, I have seen the alternative 

technologies and I am not inpressed. One of the things we lack as 

County officials is scientific backup. It could possibly be provided 

fran the State level. 'ltle State CDUld sa:t that these resource recovery 

facilities are the best and alternatives A, B, c, and D really don't 

'IIIJOrk. We are going to have to do that study ourselves at CXXlSiderable 

expense to answer the public. It seems to IE that maybe the 

information already exists at the State level to assist us. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENR:>E: I have just one other question. I am 

sure the growth of the casino imustry has inpacted on the volume of 

solid waste. Has that been of assistance to you, the fact that 

Atlantic County is sanewhat unique in that they have such an inordinate 

aJOOunt of refuse and waste caniBJ fran the casinos? Has that helped 

public support of resource reoovery in the County? 

FREEHOLDER CXNJIJER: Well, it has certainly made everyone 

wake up to the fact that we have to do sanething rrore with it than just 

have a landfill. An added benefit is, if an inter-district agreement 

cannot be worked out, we have sufficient quantities of refuse to build 

an econanically viable resource reoovery plant. We also, just by the 

nature of the imustry, have a year-round supply that doesn't fluctuate 

very much. In the winterti:ne it drops off a little bit, but nowhere 

near the amount it would if we were still a summer resort oammunity. 

so, in that sense it is helpful to us, as strange as that may sourXJ. 

There is one other little technical point, and we had to go 

to court over this. When we first passed the sitiBJ of our landfill, 

we did it by resolution because the 1975 law calls for the Board of 

Freeholders to make their sitiBJ selections by resolution. '1b IE that 

makes sense because a solid waste plan is a plan, and a resolution 

inplies that, "Okay, this is a planniBJ dc>cunent, and it is ~at 

flexible. n The judge ruled it should be an ordinance that the County 
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charter law supersede the Solid waste Management Act. I think this is 

a technicality that would probably help the other counties whim have a 

county executive form of goyernment. I don't know what stage they are 

in in their planning, but this caused us a lot of problems. Now, an 

ordinance to me denotes that it is the final word, ~ereas-

ASSEMBLYMAN Mc:£NROE: (interrupting) Well, that is not a 

matter for the county council of a particular county to detennine. 

Their charter is what is the appropriate--

FREEOOLDER CXHM:R: (interrupting) Well, in the law it 

doesn't mention anything about county charter form of goverment. 

Maybe that is sane thing that could be addressed. 

Other than that, that is about it. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: '!bank you. Is there any particular 

area of assistance where the Legislature could assist a particular 

county, such as Atlantic County, you know, besides appropriating J'IDI'ley 

for you? Is there anythil'¥:1 in the current law, anythil'¥:1 in the 

uniqueness of Atlantic County that you oould recannend that we review 

in order to provide sane legislative assistance? My ooncern is really 

rooted, or at least it is my belief that Atlantic County should proceed 

as quickly ard as expeditiously as possible to site a resource reoc:wecy 

facility, because I think it is in genuine need of providing a gocxl 

example to the southern part of the State ard because the volune of 

waste you have is continually escalating. 

FREEHOlDER <XNOVER: I would SO¥ the Pinelands issue is the 

one area where we need help. We either need legislation that says that 

the Pinelands should be open to a regional facility--

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: (interrupting) Do you mean a resource 

reoovecy facility? 

FREEHOlDER CXNJVER: No, a landfill. 

ASSEMBLYMAN Mc:£NROE: A landfill? 

FREEHOLDER CXNJVER: Yes, a landfill. They have never said 

anythil'¥:1 about resource recovecy. I don't know whether they are even 

concerned about it. I have a feeling that their opinion of it-

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: ( interruptil'¥:1) But, the Pinelands are 

still a part of Atlantic County? 
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FREEHOlDER cnDTER: Cll, yes, 80%. See, that is the problem 

with sitiBJ a landfill. If they SB:f it cannot be in the Pinelands, 

then we have to put it in an area where all our housiBJ develq:ments 

are. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: so, there is no possibility of siting a 

landfill east of the Garden State Parkway? 

FREEHOIDER cnDTER: we <X>llld probably always find a place, 

b.lt it wouldn't be as good as a Pinelands site because yoo wouldn't 

have the b.lffers and the large land areas. '!bey would have to be 

smaller facilities much closer to homes and businesses, and things like 

that. we set up a criterion where the site should be 500 acres with a 

2,SOQ-foot buffer all around it. That would allow us the flexibility 

to have proper drainage and to oonstruct an appropriate facility. If 

you go to a smaller facility, it becomes a nightmare as far as building 

it and beiBJ able to get your IIDlley back is ooncerned because it 

'WOuldn't have a loBJ enougn life. The biggest area where we need help 

then is in addressing the Pinelands, the CAPRA- I mean, our whole 

County is controlled b¥ one State agency or another. we don't really 

know where we stand. we are told to site landfills and resource 

recovery facilities, and it takes a lot of--

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: (interrupting) Envircnnental 

regulation as a-

FREEHOlDER cnDTER: ( continuiBJ) --courage to make ooe of 

these decisions. Then you have the possibility that a State agency or 

the Pinelands Cannission is goiBJ to shoot you down. 

ASSEMBLYMAN Mc:ENR)E: But, yoo are IOOViBJ expeditiously 

toward resource recovery and regional landfills? 

FREEHOLDER ~CNER: Absolutely. we are ccmnitted to solving 

our own problems. 

ASSEMBLYMAN Mc::ENroE: And nothiBJ that was said b¥ CUmberland 

has arrt- You don't disagree with llllch that was said, in that you do 

expect to have a regional solutioo with CUmberland and cape May? 

FREEHOlDER cnDTER: Yes, we would love to have a regiooal 

solution. As I said, I think DEP can assist us on same of the details, 

b.lt we recognize that that is probably the ideal way to go. we are 

prepared to solve our own problems if it comes to that, and we will be 

JOOVing forward. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: Thank you very JIUch, Freeholder. we 

have a question for you fran the Assemblyman fran Hudson County, Mr. 

Vainieri. 

ASSEMBLYMAN VAINIERI: Freeholder Conover, you mentioned in 

your report that the Pinelands carmission ~uld not object to a 

resource recovery plant, but they would probably l<Xk unfavorably on a 

landfill siting. Is that oorrect? 

FREEHOlDER CXHJVER: They have never stated whether they are 

for or against resource recovery. The meeting we had with them was 

specifically to try to find out what their position was an landfill and 

resource recovery, rut the whole meeting was centered around 

landfills. They said that they would not approve a landfill within the 

Pinelands' boundaries, unless it oould be shown absolutely, positively 

by sane power greater than ours that there was no other site. 

ASSEMBLYMAN VAINIERI: The only other alternative there, Mr. 

Olairman, is resource recovery facilities. I think landfills are 

things of the past. That is the objective of the whole thing. So, we 
are leaniD:J toward resource recovery as far as burning. 

FREEHOlDER CCNOJER: well, the problem is, even with the best 

resource recovery plants, you still have to landfill the ash. '!be one 

in Baltimore, which was q;>ened in December, is 

3,000 degrees, and the ash is totally harmless. 

to landfill 30 or 40 tons of ash a day. 

3, 000 tons, burns at 

But, they still have 

ASSEMBLYMAN VAINIERI: Are you speaking for the Pinelands 

camrl.ssion as far as saying that they ~n' t object to resource 

recovery? 

FREEHOLDER a:HJVER: I haven't heard them express any 

objections to it yet. I can't speak definitively, but I have a feeling 

that they have looked at the situation and have ex>ncluded that the best 

place for resource recovery ~ld be east of the Parkway, because that 

is where the population center is. So, it is probably not an issue 

that is on the front burner with them. You know, with all of the 

facilities, even the oamposting facilities we have seen, there is still 

a need for same sort of a landfill. I might note that until we get the 

resource recovery facility built, we are probably going to extend our 
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existing landfill for raw garbage. The new landfill we are siting is 

geared just to take the ash, which is supposedly hannless, but, you 

know, people don't believe that. As soon as you say it, they figure 

that everything within 10 miles is going to be polluted as if it were 

hit by an atanic banb. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: Thank you, Freeholder. I have one mre 

question for you. In Atlantic County, does the Board of Freeholders 

have a particular committee addressing solid waste? 

FREEHOlDER cnl:NER: Yes. We have a three-member cxmni ttee 

on the Freeholder level, am we also have a larger oammi ttee we call 

the •Solid waste Action ~ttee,• which involves the County 

Executive, the County Council, the County Administrator, am the 

Utilities Authority, which is the contracted agency to carry out the 

studies and the technicalities of the plan. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: And I would think that you also have a 

Solid waste Advisory Council under the law. 

FREEHOLDER a::HJVER: Right. So, there are a lot of heads 

thinking about this problem all the tine. The one thing we can • t solve 

is the Pinelands dilemma. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: Thank you, Freeholder. we appreciate 

your caning before our Ccmnittee. 

FREEHOLUER CXNOVER: You • re welcane. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: we will llO#l DDve to Essex County. We 

have the County Executive, Mr. Peter Shapiro, joining us. It seems 

quite appropriate that we weloame the COunty Executive this morning. 

This public hearing was scheduled probably a month or so ago. How 

fortuitous that after the decision made yesterday by the Council in the 

City of Newark favorable to the signing of the energy recovery facility 

in Essex COunty, we are able to welcane the County Executive. It has 

been a long six-year discussion. It has shown that when intelligent 

questions are answered with every available appropriate answer am 
public officials are sufficiently convinced that the public's interest 

is protected, and the public need is so great that a facility can be 

sited in a particular county, it can be done in the most densely 

populated State. I want to cxmnend the County Executive and the 
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staff. I certainly want to reoammend to the Freeholder members who are 

here that they consider the question very carefully. We anticipate 

same positive support. 

Gcxld m:>rning and welcane. 

PB'l'BR SBAPIK>: Thank you very IIUlch, Mr. Olairman. I wish I could 5a¥ 

that the timing of this hearing was entirely gratuitous, but the truth 

is, we knew this hearing was caning and I didn't want to have to cane 

here embarrassed without an awroval, so we had to time it exactly this 

way. (laughter) 

Seriously, it is a pleasure to be able to be here at this 

time, particularly on a day when we can celebrate a giant step forward 

for New Jersey. Yesterday, with the Newark City Council's vote 

approving the first detailed Host Municipality Agreement in the State, 

it will allow Essex County and its 22 municipalities to abandon the 

old, out:Iooded, unsafe garbage disposal nethods of the past and to 

~lement plans for the future. 

We are proud to be in the forefront in sending out the 

nessage that we IIUlSt stop treating garbage just to throw it i!/ltlay. It 

has been piled up all over New Jersey. As undoubtedly the members of 

this Committee recognize, landfilling is something which does not make 

sense. We have an inminent danger of choking in our own garbage. OUr 

landfills blight our landscape and continue to give off a steady stream 

of unnoni tored air pollution, as well as water pollution, which 

threaten our atmosphere and our water supply, and they s~ly cannot be 

allowed to continue. What is m:>re - as I like to say - they provide 

one of the worst advertisements for the State of New Jersey there is. 

There are no "New Jersey and You, Perfect Together" ads that will 

counterbalance one short drive through the dunping grounds of the State 

of New Jersey, and that is frequently a drive that people take when 

they land at Newark Airport or when they cane through the Holland 

Tunnel or the Lincoln Tunnel on their way into the JOOSt densely 

populated parts of the northern part of the State. Certainly, they get 

a similar view in same parts of the southern part of the State. 

Essex County - which shares with Bergen County the 

distinction of being the largest producer of garbage in the State - is 
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instituting a two-part program canposed of recycling and 

garbage-to-energy conversion, whim when instituted together, should 

reduce our reliance on landfills to a tiny portion of today's level. 

'Ibis progrcm has been a loBJ time in the making. It was one 

of ~ top priorities when I took office as County Executive at the end 

of 1978 because it was clear that landfills were destroyiBJ the 

environment. Even if landfills were safe - which they are not- they 

were becanir¥3 increasiBJly scarce and we needed to fioo a better w~ to 

deal with the garbage we generate. 

'!be critical approval by the Newark City COUncil of a 

peaceful agreement between a host nunicipality and a county is the 

result of a cooperative effort and a partnership between the City and 

the county and the courage needed to make difficult and necessary 

decisions. I can't emphasize how important it is that this was not 

sanething that was rai'IIled down anyone's throat. 'Ibis is sanething that 

was negotiated and agreed to between willing, consentir¥3 governments, 

and that is sanething which I think strengthens our hand in saying that 

we have taken the right approam here. 

There are several pertinent issues which I would like to 

touch upon tod~ because they serve as an illustration of the steps 

that had to be taken to pave the way for the first energy recovery 
plant in the State. By the way, just for the record, we prefer to use 

the term "energy recovery" rather than "resource recovery" because that 

100re accurately describes what we are doing, that is, we are pulling 

energy out of the garbage. We are not really pulling IIUch in the way 

of other resources out of the garbage in the plant itself. '!be 

recycling process will do that, but for the main resource, the 

overwhelming resource pulled out of the garbage is strictly eneJ:gy in 

one of these plants. 

'!be issues I would like to stress are: the selection of the 

technologyi the siting of the planti the Host Municipality Agreement 

whim was approved by the Newark City Council yesterdayi recycling as 

an integral part of the garbage-to-energy planti and, the State's role 

in recycling and resource recovery. 
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Let's take the technology first. We selected a process known 

as "water wall canbustion," whidl efficiently burns garbage, reduces it 

to an inert and nontoxic ash, and creates electricity. 'Ibis process 

was selected in a very oonservative WCJ¥ because there are over 400 

facilities in operation throughout the world, IIOStly in Europe and 

Japan, where they carm:>nly rely on garbage bumiD3 plants right in the 

nddst of their most densely populated centers. I think it is ~rtant 

to note that Europe and Japan are nore densely ~ated than we are, 

even in New Jersey, and, therefore, they had to grapple with this issue 

earlier. I would q>pe>se this plant at any site unless the technology 

had already been proven safe and environmentally sound. 

No matter how safe the technology, sitiD3 decisions are still 

difficult and controversial. Before selecting the site on Blanchard 

Street in Newark, in the Newark Industrial Meadowlands, 45 potential 

sites were identified and evaluated. 

In choosiD3 a site, we set several goals: First, to protect 

public health and the environment. The spot we chose meets rigorous 

standards. It is a flat, open plain area not next to a high ridge nor 

lodged deep in a valley. The topography is considered ideal for 

ensuring min~ possible ground-level air pollution. 

Second, to avoid deluging small local roads with a flood of 

garbage trucks. OUr designated site is at the intersection of the New 

Jersey '1\lmpike, the Pulaski Skyway, and Routes 1 and 9. Am::>ng the 

many requirements in the permits is the establishnent of mandatory 

truck routes to and fran the facility that will keep all non-Newark 

trucks off local roads. The county police will be workiD3 on 

enforcing this, in conjunction with the City of Newark, our own 
Division of Solid waste Management, and local citizens' groups. 

Third, to minimize the cost of transporting garbage to the 

plant. Since garbage is produced l:7j people, IIOSt of it is where the 

IIOSt people are. The urban eastern section of the ex>unty produces 65% 

of the garbage we generate; therefore, sites in this area of maximum 

production are associated with the shortest hauling distance and the 

lowest transportation costs. 
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Fourth, to maximize our ability to use garage as a resource 

rather than as a waste product. Sites were evaluated with respect to 

the oost of connecting to the power transmission system of Public 

Service Electric & Gas Coopany. 

Fifth, to provide an econanic stimulus where it would be DDSt 

beneficial. '!his plant will generate hundreds of construction jobs and 

many permanent jobs, and jobs are DDSt needed in our urban areas. 

'!he siting analysis that we conducted with the aid of our 

engineers detennined that the Blanchard Street site was the premier 

site. Siting decisions are difficult ones that must be based oo sound 

and defensible criteria, as we believe ours have been. 

'!he Newark City Council, which scrutinized all aspects of the 

Agreement, was particularly vigilant in demanding solid evidence to 

back up the siting decision. It takes great courage for local 

government officials to vote on siting a controversial new facility 

like this, insteCK3 of simply saying, as too often we hear, •Not in my 

back yard." For the Newark Municipal Council-- the first in the State 

to be called UfOll to make that public stand - it took an even greater 

level of oammitment. They will serve as an example to other councils 

and other city governments who will face the same difficult decisions 

in the future. 

Let's take a locic at the specific terms of the contract. 

This contract, which we refer to as the Host Municipality Agreement, is 

the result of. tough negotiations that started four years ago. 'lbe 

initial Meioorandurn of Understanding, which had prior approval by the 

City, tocic place in March, 1982. The DDSt important aspects of the 

Agreement are the measures to guarantee that the design aspects of the 

plant will be carried out according to the strictest standards to 

protect the health of our citizens and the values of the oammunity. 

I recognize that because we are in the forefront oo this 

issue, our project is viewed with heightened concern, as well as 

heightened interest. It carries with it a special burden and a greater 

challenge. In truth, to many citizens, the inability to be able to 

point to an operating plant within New Jersey was one of the things 

which made it DDre difficult. Olr ability to get this plant wilt as 
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quickly as possible should be an asset to every other oounty in the 
State in dealing with the siting question, when they can say, "You 

don't have to go to Saugus, Massachusetts, or Clearwater, Florida, to 

see a plant. You can go right here within New Jersey am see one that 

is working. It is regulated by the same regulators that will be 

regulating our plant." '!hen I think we will have a far better 

advertisement, as it were, for the success of this technology. 

Because of our special burden here, we shoulder a larger 

responsibility than those who will follow to deloonstrate the 

reliability and safety of a process that has been proven safe 

elsewhere, but has not yet been q>erated in this State. 

There are, understandaoly, puolic health CXX'lcerns that are 

raised with regard to this project. It is imperative that these 

concerns be met with the strictest environmental requirements am the 

tightest monitoring standards. The required performance of this 

facility will exceed DEP's own guidelines published in 1983, am the 

guidelines of the State of california, to which New Jersey's guidelines 

are roost often canpared. California is known for having the toughest 

air pollution standards in the world. 

we will have continuous monitoring of key operational 

characteristics and emissions to ensure the elimination of danger to 

health by such potential pollutants as particulates, heavy metals, and 

organic coop:>unds, such as dioxins. In addition, independent 

monitoring of emissions will be conducted quarterly. This supplemental 

monitoring program, to our knowledge, is the first ever to be written 

into an energy recovery facility agreement. It will be overseen by an 

environmental noni toring canni ttee appointed by the City, the county, 

am the Port Authority. '!be cost of this monitoring will be borne as 

part of the project costs. 
Our citizens' health must cane first and foreroost. we insist 

on - and are willing to pay the price of - the most Joodern, 

state-of-the-art pollution controls. 

An integral part of the county's solid waste management plan 

is the expansion of recycling. Energy recovery without recycling is an 

environmentally unsound and overly expensive way to go. 
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There is no other area the size and diversity of Essex COunty 

that has set such an ambitious objective to reduce the anount of 

garbage through recycling. This ocmnitment has resulted in our 

decision to reduce the size of our energy recovery plant by 15% in 

anticipation of the success of our recycling. And, we have gone a step 

further. we are requiring mandatory recycling as a condition for using 

the energy recovery facility. we had already done this before any 

State action along these lines was proposed, aoo we will go ahecd with 

doing it regardless of whether or not a mandatory State recycling 

program goes into effect. we feel we are legally able to do that with 

the q>eration of the plant. we can simply say, "If you don't recycle, 

you can't bring your garbage here." 

Essex COunty already has DDre mandatory recycling programs 

than any other county, aoo it leads the State in tonnage recycled. we 
will continue to seek new opportunities for recycling, but it would be 

naive to hope that recycling itself could be an effective solution to 

our entire garbage problem, as sane have suggested. A good exanple of 

this is Berkeley, California, whidl several years ago cdcpted a 50% 

recycling goal - the highest in the nation. Even in affluent 

Berkeley, this has turned out to be a pipe dream. According to the 

City Manager, Berkeley today is recycling less than 7% of its garbage. 

Many of our Essex COunty municipalities are already doing better than 

that program, and we will continue to improve. OUr target is to reduce 

our garbage by 15% to 25% through recycling. 

Although approval by the Newark City COuncil was the single 

JtDSt critical step in the final round before ground breaking for 

construction of the plant, there are several actions that are still 

necessary. There are several final contractual agreenents that need to 

be wrapped up. Final pennits llllSt be issued by DEP. Draft pennits 

were issued in Noveniler, 1984, and a public hearing was held by DEP the 

follO'tling nonth to all0t1 for public response. Because of the tough 

standards that have been set for the facility by the county and our 

partners, the City of Newark and the Port Authority, I am confident 

that the required penni ts will be issued this sunmer. 
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There remains the critical issue of financing, in which the 

State has agreed to play a part. The $300 million energy recovery 

plant will be financed primarily by the Port Authority of New York and 

New Jersey, with a $50 million equity investment by American REF-FUEL, 

which will design, build, and operate the facility under contract with 

the Port Authority. Let me be clear, by the way, that the financing 

being provided by the Port Authority is oot a subsidy. That will be 

paid back by fees widl are charged to users, so artt other counties 

that hear this which may get the illpression that sanehow we are oo a 

hayride by virture of the Port Authority, should know that that is not 

the case. The equity investment by American REF-FUEL will also be paid 

back in the fonn of a profit share. The final pieces of financin:J are 

to be provided by the State, with $50 million fran the Natural 

Resources Bond Act and an additional $25 to $30 million in State 

funding to be provided through legislation or administrative action 

that will be considered this spring. 

I look forward to working with this Ccmnittee and the 

Legislature in making this final piece of financial support cate into 

place. I know it will be controversial. 

I look to the Legislature, also, for bipartisan su~ Of a 

package of environmental bills that will include the financial 

resources needed to get New Jersey's first energy recovery plant into 

operation. 

To enhance solid waste management plans throughout the State, 

we need State action, as well, to develop strong markets for recyclable 

materials. This is urgent. Recycling depends upon growin:J markets, 

and strong leadership in this area will reap significant benefits. 

Without these markets, recycling will effectively disappear. '!hat 

already seens to be the case as you look at the cyclical nature of 

recyclin:J in areas like glass and metal. One example of a developing 

market is the use of recycled glass cullet for road beds and road 

pavin:J materials. DOT could make a real difference in expandin:J this 

market. 

Another area that is of tremendous importance - widl is not 

in ~ prepared text here, but which I want to emphasize -- is the need 
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to do sanething with regard to ash, the residue which is produced by 

the resource reOOYery plants. Ash recycling could became a reality in 

New Jersey if we, in a canbined way, were to put our minds to it. Ash 

has been used as an ingredient in rocrl aggregate in sane of the other 

plants around the nation. Fbr example, in the entire blacktopping of 

the area around the Saugus, Massachusetts, plant, they have used ash as 

part of a OCllpOllent of the road aggregate there. we could do that 

here, particularly in light of all of the road building ~jects which 

are going on in the State today, and which are likely to oontinue into 

the future. 'lhis would be a good time for us to make a ccmnitment to 

do that, for us to join together the efforts we are making in 

environmental protection with the efforts we are making in 

transportation, to make sure that a public need is met. In the absence 

of satisfactory ash recycling, we need to develop regional sites for 

landfilling the residues of these plants. I emphasize this because it 

would be a silly thing, and a time-consuming and politically painful 

~ss, unnecessarily, to make it so that every county had to site a 

small ash landfill. Siting artt landfill is difficulti preparing for 

acceptance of the ash is expensive. To do it county by county, bit by 

bit, just defies artt kind of logic. It makes far 110re sense, as we 

suggested originally in our oonsent judgment with the State and the 

Hackensack Meadowlands, to have, f~ example, in the northern part of 

the State a four-county approach to this issue, knowing that all four 

counties - Hudson, Essex, Passaic, and Bergen - are going to develop 

these plants and are going to need a place to landfill small am::xmts of 

ash. we ought to be working on that jointly. It's crazy to sinply be 

hiding our heads in the sand, pointing fingers at each other, and 

saying that each of us has to do it. 

Another example of where recycling could be very helpful and 

could make a big oontribution - and where the State could do sanething 

which would be helpful - would be the area of a nuisance thing, 

particularly to our neightx>rs in Hudson, and that is the area of rubber 

tires. 'lhere are constant rubber tire fires in the area because rubber 

tires are heaped up. 'lhey create nocuous air pollution, and here is an 

area where a lot could be acne with a determined effort in recycling. 
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Again, they could be used in part for road repaving materials. '!hat 

has been done in other states. 

Another area which is inp>rtant would be to see that we use 

the State's purchasing power to make rore use of recycled papers and 

other products made fran recycled raw materials. A forward-looking 

purchasing or procurement policy by the State would motivate recycling 

throughout the State and would set an example. 

Lastly, I would encourage the enactment of deposit 

legislation -- the so-called bottle bill -- to reduce litter, which is 

one way to reduce the waste. '!here is no reason to think that 

recycling and a deposit bill are incoopatible. In fact, recycling 

should be enhanced as people becare rore aware and build up a greater 

oonsciousness about the nonetary or econanic value of the trash. I 

believe we need to think of garbage as the valuable resource it can be, 

and not just as sanething that is thrown CNay. If we in New Jersey use 

it as a resource, garbage can becare to us what oil is to Kuwait. 

Thank you very much. 

ASSEJtmLYMAN Mc:::ENK>E: '!hank yoo very much for your testi.Joony, 

Mr. Shapiro. I appreciate your c:x:t111enting on the mandatory recycling 

legislation which is before the Legislature at this time. In our 

particular Committee, we have a bill which has been introduced -- we 
have it under review -- relating to the establishment by DEP of 

regional landfills for the specific purpose of having a bill in the 

works, so to speak, that will address the concern that I think we all 

have with finding a place for the residual waste fran energy reOOYery 

facilities that will be constructed in caning years in New Jersey. 

Also, you anticipated my question regarding the legislative 

environmental package that is before the Legislature. It has not 

actually been introduced, but we are well aware of its oontents. I 

think all of us are reviewing the substance of that package. 

Assemblyman Vainieri of Hudson County, I'm sure you're 

pleased about the action of the Newark City COUncil yesterday. 

ASSEMBLYMAN VAINIERI: Mr. Olairman, I just want to add to 

Mr. Shapiro's testiDDny. Mr. Shapiro, you should be congratulated and 

the Newark City Council should be congratulated for coming up with this 
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historical action and getting the first energy recovery plant site in 

the State. 

MR. SHAFIK>: I think it is important, by the way, and I am 

not just saying this because of present canpany, but our Board of 

Freeholders played a big role in lobbying that through the Newark City 

Council. An awful lot of credit belongs there as well. '!he Council 

really showed tremendous courage on this, and I don't think that that 

was arrt accident. I think that occurred in gcxxi part because there was 

a real strong effort to make sure that the facts, not the misleading 

fears, were what got out to the people. I think seein:J a vote which 

took place as heavily as it did in favor of the plan -- six in favor, 

two opposed, aoo one abstaining - was because of a great effort by 

many people. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENK>E: '!hank you, Mr. Shapiro. we appreciate 

your testi.Jrony. Again, I believe that the decision made in Essex 

County in support of the siting of what will probably be the largest of 

all the energy recovery facilities will set in notion awropriate 

decisions by other counties. 

MR. SHAFIK>: If I may add just one thing based upon earlier 

testim::>ny on a small issue that only has to do with county executives. 

we have always used the ordinance issue with regard to the adoption of 

our solid waste management plan. we never hcrl a problem on thati it 

has never been an issue of tension between us. In fact, it is 

really appropriate to do it that way because it allows for the full 

scope of hearings an ordinance gets, which a resolution does not get. 

As I am sure you are aware from your experience, an ordinance requires 

a full two years, is subject to veto !X)W'er, and is subject to the 

ability of the public to CCJII'l'ent much m::>re extensively; in fact, to 

have a refereooLDn on any ordinance which is passed. '!hat is sanething 

I think is an additional safeguard, \rtlich I think is really good. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: Sure. My ccmnent relative to it being 

a matter for a county council reference- Simply as a govermental 

body with good advice from our attorneys, I think that is the 
' appropriate way. I certainly agree with you. 

Thank you again. we appreciate your testimony. 

MR. SHAPIRO: Thanks a lot. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: And, Mr. Hull, Director of Planning, we 

congratulate you also. 

MR. HULL: 'Itlank you very ouch. 

ASSEMBLYMAN Mc:::ENIDE: we would like to hear J'Oi fran 

Freeholder Kenneth Miller of Warren County. Mr. Miller, will you 

please join us? Good roming. 

nt<f!B"M .IJm IDHn'B c. MILLER: Good roming, Mr. Chairman and JIB'It)ers 

of the camdttee. I want to thank you for the cpportunity to be here 

today. I am a Freeholder representing Warren County. 

I would like to give you an update on our activities at this 

point. Ours is a small county; we have no county executive and no 

administrator, so the three Freeholders run our business. I hesitate 

to make the next statenent following Essex County, but I will arrjWay. 

Warren County has embarked upon a courageous effort to bring the first 

resource recovery system in New Jersey on line by March, 19H8. It is a 

small facility of only 400 tons per day, but it is sized to meet our 

needs for the next 20 years. 

Along with this facility, we envision a residual landfill 

opening simultaneously with the ERF. 'Itlee are basically four key 

elements to the structure of our projects, and they are: the Pollution 

Control Financing Authority, the selected owner/operator of the ERF, 

the solid waste franchise district, and the Warren County Board of 

Freeholders. 

Now, the Pollution Control Financing Authority was 

reactivated by the Board of Freeholders as a means of providing 

financing to a private owner/operator through the use of tax-free 

revenue bonds and to insulate and protect the county of warren fran 

· financial liability in the event of a default in the repayment of those 

lx>nds. The Pollution control Financing Authority was created under 

various State statutes which give us th basic power to purdlase, lease, 

and sell land for the use of resource recovery facilities. '!hey also 

give us the power to borrow money for such facilities through bonding, 

and the power to extend credit to the operator to build the 

facilities. Of utmost importance to us is 40:37(c)-10. '!his section 

provides that, and I '11 quote: "The State, county, am municipalities 
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shall not, in any event, be liable for the payment of the principal of 

or interest or premilDllS, if any, on bonds of an authority or for the 

perfonnance of any pledge, obligation, or agreement of any kind 

whatsoever whidl may be undertaken by sudl authority. No breach by an 

authority of any such pledge, obligation, or agreement may i.npose any 

pecuniary liability upon the State, county, or municipality or any 

charge upon their general credit or against their taxing power.• 

This paragrafil is one of the main reasons we chose to use the 

Pollution Control Financing Authority as the vehicle to provide the 

financir¥3 for our project. The County of Warren will never be liable 

on the $45 million bond obligation. 

The County elected to proceed with private ownership of an 

ERF facility due to the analyzed tax and operating benefits. The 

owner/operator currently selected will build, operate, and own the ERF 

plant. He will build the plant with a portion of his own JtDney or 

equity contribution, in addition to the funds loaned to him fran the 

construction fund. 

ASSEMBLYMAN Mc:ENR:>E: Will that be the County's construction 

fund? 

FREEHOLDER MILLER: Yes, we have that JtDney in place. Excuse 

me, it's the Pollution Control Financing Authority's JJDneYi we have 

that JtDney. 

The exact relationship between the Authority and the 

owner/operator will be the subject of negotiations over the next few 

JtDnths. Subjects to be negotiated besides design and operation will be 

the net tippir¥3 fee to be paid by haulers to the facility, revenue 

sharing of energy revenues, if any, with the Authority, reimbursement 

of expenses and costs of plannir¥3 and develc:pnent as pass-through 

costs, and the like. It will be at this point that we will attempt to 

reocwer JtDSt, if not all, of the engineering expense of the project 

that has passed through reimbursements. Those expenses not ocwered in 

this manner will be reimbursed out of the remainir¥3 balance of the bond 

proceeds after construction. I might add that we expect to expeoo 

approximately $2 million, whidl we hope to reocwer. we have already 

spent (Ner $1 million. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: Mr. Miller, do you have knowledge of 

any other county that is using a Pollution Control Financing Authority 

to develop a facility? 

FREEHOlDER MILLER: I do not have arrt specific knowledge. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENroE: so, Warren is the only county at this 

time that is using that opportunity? 

FREEHOLDER MILLER: To my knadedge, that is correct. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: Because I know the Legislature- It 

became law a few years back that energy reoovery facilities were 

included as a part of pollution control financing. 

FREEHOLDER MILLER: 'lbere is a drawback to that, and I will 

get to it in just a very few minutes, if yoo don't mind. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: Go right ahead, sir. 

FREEHOLDER MILLER: All right. we have applied for, and are 

on the verge of receiving, a designation of all of Warren County as a 

solid waste franchise district. This is necessary for several 

reasons. In order for our planned facility to work, it will need 320 

tons of solid waste with an average B'lU content of 4,500. If we are 

able to control all of warren County's waste, we estimate it to be 240 

tons per day. '!be collection practices in the 23 warren Colmty 

nunicipalities are diverse, sane having nunicipal collection, sane 

having private collection by private haulers, and same having 

free-for-all private selection of private haulers. Currently, there is 

no mechanism available to enforce sending all of Warren County's solid 

waste, no matter hON it is oollected, to our proposed facility, thus 

the need for the designation of a franchise district. 

What we hope to accanplish is to possess another tool to 

enforce delivery of waste to our facility. Once we have received the 

designation of the area, all solid waste generated within that 

designated area, upon application for an operating franchise by the 

owner/operator for the facility, with resulting tipping fees and 

tariffs, by law enforceable through the BPU and the DEP, shall be 

required to be taken to and disposed of at our facility. This is one 

of two cornerstones behirxl our ability to make this thing work. we 
need this to prevent the haulers and those nunicipalities which haul 
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their own from market shopping at other facilities, be they landfills 

or ERF facilities. Once directed, they must cane to us or face 

financial penalties and/or possible sanctions against their ability to 

haul. This particular step is crucial and critical to an operating 

facility. 

we did not believe without a guaranteed waste flow by the 

County that we could really strike a deal to finance this project. It 

mst be faced that there are sane risks inherent in solving this 

problem. Guaranteeing the waste stream is the ooe we dlose to take. 

Probably the nDSt oonfusiDJ point at this juncture is the 

relationship between the Board of Freeholders and the Pollutioo COntrol 

Financing Authority. We studied projects which failed badt in 1982 and 

discovered that one central theme in those failures was the lack of 

political backing fran the governing bodies for the proposed projects. 

Reoognizing this, we reconstituted the Pollution Control Financing 

Au~ri ty in 1984, and we included the entire three-member Board of 

Freeholders as three out of five members on the ~lamenting 

authority. In this wey we felt that the State, the County, and the 

vendors would all see that the political and governmental forces in the 

County were solidly behind the project. It was designed to prevent a 

runaway authority which could do what it wanted, notwithstanding the 

wishes of the Freeholder Board. As you can see fran our membership, 

the Board has, at all times, an absolute voting majority on all issues. 

As stated above, the Authority was used, and is used, to 

insulate and protect the County fran exposure and ultimate liability 

for the project. 
One of the nost important powers -- and this is getting back 

to what I was referring to before - which is needed by the Authority, 

which this statute conspicuously does not give it, is the power of 

eminent danain, carm:>nly called "the power to condeim." Due to the 

confusing ownership situation discovered at our sites, and because of 

the cleaner approach to taking without requiriDJ an owner's consent, it 

was suggested that taking the site through condemnation was the best 

approach for the ColDlty to take to a~ire it. I say "for the county 

to take," for it is the County, in the absence of another authority, 
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which has the power to oondemn. The funds to reimburse and the power 

to buy fran the COunty once it owns this site already exist in the 

Authority. 

I would now like to touch on a landfill. The question of 

ownership and operation of the landfill for residual purposes has not 

been totally decided by the Freeholder Board. Our initial thoughts 

have always been to have the County own and operate the facility due to 

its limited input per day and as a way of protectiDJ ourselves fran ant 
outside solid waste through a private operator. The financing of the 
landfill, I would think, would care fran three separate long-term bond 

issues as needed every five to seven years. Obviously, 100re analysis 

will have to be done on this issue as sitiDJ proceeds. 

Where do we go fran here? well, we have a good plan. we 

have enough money in the bank to ultimately make the projects 

successful. we have, in II¥ humble opinion, the best advisers money can 

buy. 

The seoond thing we found wrong with most of the projects 

which failed in our studies back in 1982, and in our review of other 

county projects throughout the State in 1984, was the lack of a working 

project team that functioned as a team. If we did a single thiDJ right 

in all of this, it was establishing our WOrking Project CCmnittee. 

This C<mnittee was the focal p:>int of our efforts and oonsisted of all 

of our advisers, a Freeholder liaison, a solid waste ooordinator, and a 

SWAC liaison. 

I have tried to explain briefly heM we have been proceeding 

duriDJ the past year or so - or several years. I hope that with this 

information you will have a better understanding of what warren County 

is doing. If you have any further questions, I will be happy to try to 

answer them. 

ASSEMBLYMAN Mc:ENIDE: Thank you, Freeholder. The question I 

have is: Do you think the Legislature should provide sane attention to 

the contractual agreements between the oollectors and the custaoers, 

whether they be municipalities or individuals? Assuming the BPU will 

not have a strong role in the establishment of tariffs for the 

collection of solid waste in the future, do you think there is a need 
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for legislative intervention in establishing at least same parameters 

for contractual agreements for collection? 

FREEHOlDER MILLER: 'lhere nust be a way to guarantee that the 

refuse will go to your facility. If you don't have that guarantee, I 

do not believe you will be able to find saneone to own and q>erate 

it. In ~ey q;>inion, it would help if there was legislation to that 

effect. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: I'm referring nCM to beyom the 

franchising question. In other 11«>rds, I'm sure warren County will be 

the controlling voice in the franchising question, but beyorXi that, 

should we- You make nore uniform the collection procedures. Do you 

think it would be good for a county such as Warren, with so many small 

nunicipalities? 

li'REEHOIDER MILLER: As I said before, we have various methods 

of collection. We have one nunicipality which has received quite a 

drastic reduction in its costs. '!be collection is done by one hauler 

through a nunicipal contract and they have mandatory recycling. '!be 

costs on an approximate $400,000 contract went down by $100,000 through 

mandatory recycling. To answer your question, I believe that if you 

could regulate less diverse methods of collection for us, it would 

help. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: '!bank you. I have one other question. 

Is Warren County interested at all in any regional solution with other 

counties in your area? 

FREEHOLDER MILLER: We will be looking to our sister counties 

for same importation on a limited basis. We also envision an 

inportation which 11«>uld taper off as our County grows. So, at this 

point I would sey that warren County is trying to take care of its own 

waste within its own borders. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: Arrl that is your long-range intention, 

sir? 

FREEHOlDER MILLER: '!bat is correct. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENOOE: Assemblyman Vainieri, do you have any 

questions? 

ASSEMBLYMAN VAINIERI: No, thank you. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN McENK>E: Mr. Miller, we thank you for enning 

before our Carmittee, and we wish Warren County well. If there is any 

help we can provide for you, please call on us. 

FREEHOLDER MILLER: '!hank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENK>E: '!he next witness on our list is the 

engineer in dlarge of solid waste at the Hackensack Meadowlands 

camri.ssion, Mr. Tan Marturano. Bow are you, sir? It's nice to see 

you, and welcane. I'm sure you have ~ret my Freeholder colleague, Mr. 

Vainieri. 

'DDIAS MRlURIH>: I will keep my statements brief because of the 

length of time this hearing has dragged on so far, but I would like to 

toudl on a couple of items, specifically legislative manges I think 

you could work on which might help not ooly us in the Meadowlands, but 

everyone. 

First and forem::>st is environmental impainnent insurance. 

That situation is so critical right now that it is alnDst 

inCC~Iprehensible. The narket has essentially dried up. '!here are nany 

landfills up there that are not able to get it. Our policy at the 

Meadowlands is threatened to be cancelled in November. '!here is no ooe 

writing it. Lloyd's of London pulled out of the narket. I think it is 

going to be necessary for the State to enter into a self-insured type 

of program for environ~rental impainnent. Maybe we can put an 

additional tax on the landfill tipping fees. That, plus a premium paid 

by eadl one of the landfills, could be put into a generalized fund and 

could, in effect, underwrite the environmental impairment insurance for 

the landfills operating within the State. I think that is probably the 

only way you are going to have any type of safety, any type of 

insurance program for those landfills. No one is writing the 

insurance. we have been looking for quite a few months. we finally 

did get someone. Our premium went up from $80,000 to $330,000, but in 

spite of that dramatic increase in the premium, they are still deciding 

to pull out of the narket. 

I might add that we have never had a claim against our 

insurance policy. So, in spite of those facts, it appears as though 

none of the insurance industry wants to get involved in this narket. 
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Without it, all of the residents of the State are really in jeopardy. 

We really need sate sort of a statewide p:>lic.y, and I think the llDI'ley 

could be generated through the tipping fees. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENRE: That was really my question. Are you 

functioning now without any insurance, any general liability? 

MR. MARTURANO: We have until November. We are tryirJ3 tcr

There are landfills in the Meadowlands that are not covered right now, 
and there are landfills in the State that are not covered right now. 
It is a darJ3erous situation for all residents of the State. We should 

really look toward gettii'J3 that situation corrected as soon as 

possible. It looks as if the only way you are going to get this 

resolved is through sate sort of State self-insurii'J3 program. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: Does the major element of losses 

concern the result of just the leachate problem up at the Meadowlands? 

MR. MAlmJRANO: Well, that l!«>uld certainly be one of them, 

but it li«>Uld not be exclusively that. For example, the failure at the 

Global Landfill l!«>uld be another example of that type of insurance. At 

sate of the older dumps throughout the State, there may be long-term 

questions of liability that are going to have to be addressed. There 

are several different scenarios where that could ~ into play as 

envirorunental inpainnent liability. It all depends on- Each oounty's 

landfill is essentially different on what its most ~le threat to 

the environment l!«>uld be. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: Okay. OUr C<mni.ttee Aide has duly 

noted your concern, and we l!«>uld really like to have the cg;x:>rtunity 

to call on you and your staff for a further review. If you could 

provide us with sane definitive larJ3uage, sane supplemental background 

on the magnitude of the problem, I think 'lie would certainly entertain 

thoughts of drafting sane legislation that would address the problem. 

MR. MARTURANO: Okay. The next item would be A-1778. 'lbere 

are a couple of i terns concerning that bill that came up as 11t.1e started 

to get into the inplementation of it and what it intended, which really 

need to be resolved. one of the most basic ones is a definition of a 

"resource recovery facility. • The way it is described in the bill, the 

way it is being interpreted, it is too broad of a definition. I think 
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the intent of it was to literally just include the major resource 
recovery facilities. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: Energy recovery facilities. 

MR. MARIURANO: Energy recovery facilities? 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: I am not l:x>rrowing any terminology. 

MR. MARI'URANO: '!he definition as it now stands is so brocKi 

that it applies to paper recycling facilities, especially those in the 

northeastern part of the State. I mean, we have literally hundreds of 

those facilities in all of the towns. TO try to administer this bill, 

if you were to try to give eadl one of those host cannuni ty fees

First of all, I can't even oonceive how you l«>uld go al:x>ut doing that. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENIDE: So, we would identify it as . an energy 

recovery facility of a certain size. 

MR. MARI'URANO: . '!hat would be one wert of doing it, or a 

certain technology, or certain groups of technologies. '!he way it 

stands right now, that section of it is going to be non-implenentable. 

What it is going to do is put a halt to the rest of it. I think that 

is sate thing that needs to be resolved very quickly. 

Another question that has came up is the implementation date 

of A-1778. It goes into effect May 1, but are the host cannunity fees 

retroactive to the first of the year, or do the host cxmnunity benefits 

start on May 1 , the date of the enactment of the bill? That is 

sooething which is not clear; it is a question that has cxrne up. 

Again, as we are trying to implement this bill, it is a question that 

has cxrne up. 

Another question that has care up is: Do the host cannunity 

benefits accrue to residual landfill host oammunities? In other l«>rds, 

suppose a residual landfill is not located in the sane town as a 

resource recovery plant and the ash residual is taken to another town 

in the sane county, does that host cannuni ty for the residual landfill 

also receive host oommunity benefits? In other l«>rds, a dollar a ton 

is given to the host cannunity of the resource recovery plant, but then 

there has to be another dollar for the ash generated at the resource 

recovery plant when that ash is deposited in that town. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: We are aware of those particular 

problems am also the difficulty of providing host carmunity benefits 

when a laoofill is in rore than one nunicipality. We have a formula 

worked out; it has gone through the Assembly am it is in the senate 

l'lOtl. But, we appreciate that point, too. 

MR. MARTURANO: The tmplementation date is also very 

important, and how the benefits are repaid. I don't think that was 

clearly defined. You know, are they paid nonthly, are they paid 

yearly, is it something--

ASSEMBLYMAN McEtOOE: (interrupting} I believe that is an 

administrative matter for DEP, b.lt we can certainly-

MS. McNlT.ri': (interrupting} I think, also, that it is part 

of the agreement on how it is paid and when; for instance, if it is in 

lieu of taxes or in some other form or sort of payment. 

MR. MARTURANO: What I'm saying is- You're probably right, 

but what that has done is just add another elenent into the 

negotiations, which is delaying the process. If perhaps we oould clear 

that up am make it-

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: 

that to DEP for you. 

(interrupting} Okay. we can relay 

MR. MARIURANO: While we are on the question of the c:x:t~~Ent 

about residual landfills, I think - am this is another issue - that 

DEP should be directed towards establishing new regulations 

specifically for residual landfills. Obviously, there are none 

operating in the State right now. The existing regulations which are 

geared rore towards traditional municipal sanitary landfills don't 

necessarily apply to residual landfills. There are many unique 

qualities to a residual landfill that really need to be addressed, and 

these need to be addressed now while these landfills are in the 

planning stages. we're calling for the construction of these residual 

landfills without necessarily all of the regulatory guidance the 

individual counties may need to construct am operate these residual 

landfills. I think that is sanething that statewide oould have-

ASSEMBLYMAN .Mc£NIDE: ( interrupting} D:> you think they pose 

an environmental danger commensurate with a sanitary landfill? 
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MR. .MARIURANO: Not if the landfill is b..lilt properly. '!he 

technology which exists today is such that if yoo b..lild the landfill 

prq>erly there shouldn't be any nore of a threat fran a residual 

landfill than there would be fran a sanitary landfill, again, built 

with the same technology you know, the good liners, collection 

systems for the handling of the leachate, etc. There is leachate 

generated. 

'!he other thing about residual landfills - and I don't know 

if I want to get too ouch into this because of what was said previously 

- is that they are not just residual landfills. Okay? There is quite 

a bit of material which goes into these landfills, by necessity, which 

isn't ash, such as things whidl cannot be processed. '!here is going to 

be all the garbage, regular straight garbage, when that facility isn't 

operating. There will be many times when that facility will be down 

for either routine maintenance or for sane other reason, especially 

when facilities are being designed on the edge; in other words, when 

the capacity is being downsized, for whatever reason, there isn't that 

built-in reserve capacity that yoo have in a lot of facilities. For 

exanple, waste water treatment plants are b..lil t for flows for year 

2020. '!hey are built so large in order to acccmoodate this future 

flow. Resource recovery planning is oot following that. In fact, it 

is going just the opposite; they are making then smaller than the 

present loadings. 'lhe example in Essex County would be a primary 

example of that. we are actually building them smaller than what the 

present loadings are. '!here is oo roam for growth in the facilities. 

TO build a several-hundred-millio~ollar plant and to rely on 

recycling and whatever other waste reduction nethods are being proposed 

to lower that waste loading, doesn't necessarily seem to me - in my 

personal opinion -- to be the way we should be going, not when we are 

so oonservati ve in other areas. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENK>E: '!he Essex County facility was downsized 

in anticipation of a greater recycling success and in anticipation of 

an efficiency-

growth. 

MR. MARIURANO: (interrupting) And, zero pJplllation growth. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENK>E: (continuing) -allowing for an orderly 
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MR. MARTURANO: No, it • s zero populatioo growth. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: Yes, I guess it is zero pJpU].ation 

growth. 

MR. MARI'URANO: Yes, and I don • t know if that is necessarily 

the way it should have been done. It seems to be a large gamble there, 

am there is no contingency plan if that gant>le fails. Suppose that 

gamble backfires, were is the contingency plan? 'lhere is no 

contingency plan at this point if that gant>le doesn't pay off, am that 

is inp:>rtant. 
'lhe other thing with relatioo to that is the regionalization 

of residual lamfills that Mr. Shapiro was alluding to. W'lile that is 

certainly a viable alternative in certain areas of the State, it is not 

a viable alternative, for example--

ASSEMBLYMAN Mc:ENK>E: (interrupting) Do you feel it is a 

threat to the Hackensack Meadowlands? 

MR. MAR!'URANO: It is not a questioo of it being a threat; it 

is a question of it being technically non-tmplementable. 'lhat is the 

significant difference between its being a threat to the Meadowlands 

specifically. 'lhe reason it's technically non-tmplementable is because 

of the quanti ties involved. The four counties in the Hackensack 

Meadowlands generate approx~tely 12,000 tons of garbage a day. '.lhat 

is wat is canin;:J into the district right now. If we were to take even 

the most opt~istic waste reduction figures, they're saying that these 

plants will generate approximately 20% in ash, and approximately 20% of 

the original waste flow is non-processable and has to be landfilled 

directly. so, wat we are talkin;:J about is 40% of the incanir¥3 waste 

load wich still ends up in a landfill. '.lhat is at every facility, 

worked every day, that never has any down time. 

At the Meadowlands, that would result in a landfill of about 

5,000 tons a day, bigger than any of the landfills that now exist 

anywhere in the State. so, it is not a questioo of it being- It is a 

question in our particular case - in the northeastern part of the 

State - of it being non-tmplementable fran a technical standpoint. It 

is just goin;:J to be impossible to operate a landfill, especially when 

you are dealing with ash of that size. The truck traffic- It would 
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just be inpossible to q>erate a landfill of that size. First of all, 

where would you find a spot big enough? Second of all, there is the 

truck traffic ooncentrating oo ooe area. What happens when you--

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: (interrupting) well I you know I in 

fairness, Mr. Marturano, I have not heard that there is an absolute 

ccmnibnent oo the part of those four counties to direct their residual 

waste to the Hackensack Meadowlands in future years. 

MR. MARI'URANO: No, there was a plan-

ASSEMBLYMAN McENroE: (interrupting) '!here is no ooncern 

about the imple~~entation and support of a regional solution to the 

residual waste problem. Of course, there has been mention made of the 

Hackensack Meadowlands, but I have never heard it mentioned fran the 

viewpoint of size of 5,000 tons per day to be deposited in perpetuity,, 

if you will, to the Hackensack Meadowlands. I don't think that is part 

of anyone's plans. 

MR. MARI'URANO: Well, that is the plan. '!hat is the plan 

which is being put forth by--

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: (interrupting) '!hey may be your 

statistics, but I'm sure that there is no anticipation of the 5,000 

tons per day, because I agree with you, I don't think it is technically 

feasible. 

MR. MARTURANO: It absolutely is not. I can guarantee you 

that it is not. What happens--

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: (interrupting) That is, if we want to 

have a living Hackensack Meadowlands in the future. 

MR. MARTURANO: What makes it worse, and here is where it 

really becanes non-implementable, is the fact that these facilities 

have routine downtime. If eadl facility only goes down 15% of its 

time, approximately two nonths- If each facility were to be scheduled 

down for two nonths of the year, that would mean that eight roonths of 

the year, 5,000 tons per day of ash and non-processables would ocme in 

jumps anywhere between the 5,000 and the 10,000 figure. God forbid if 

all four of them ever went down at the same time; you would have a 

situation where you would have 12,000 tons a day converging on one 

site. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN McENH)E: Yes, but the Essex County facility is 

designed so that downti.ne will not be a large problem for them. 

MR. MARrURANO: well I being designed so close to the edge 

like that -- and there is routine maintenance on these facilities -- if 

one of them goes down-- Each ooe of them is 750 tons per day. Even if 

you take one out of service a 'Week, you are still talkin; about a 

75D-ton additional increase in the waste loadings oo that facility. If 

eadl one of the four counties were to do that, you would be talking 

about an additional 3,000 tons a day of straight garbage. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENBOE: But there is storage designed into the 

facility, also. 

MR. MARl'URANO: Not nearly enough to handle any type of 

routine maintenance oo those tx>ilers. Once a tx>iler goes down-- '!be 

start-up ti.ne alone on a tx>iler is over a week. So, once you take that 

tx>iler out of service, you're talking atx>ut nore storage capacity than 

any of those facilities has available. You are talking about a 

significant inpact on the residual/by-pass landfill. It is sanething 

that isn't being given enough thought to, and that is why, in spite of 

what was said before, each ooe of the counties should really be looking 

at solving its own problems in that respect, at least in the northern 

part of the State. In the southern part of the State, where the 

quantities are not that great, sure, maybe regionalization makes 

sense. In the northern part of the State--

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: (interrupting) Oh, I agree with you to 

a great degree. 

MR. MARI'URANO: (continuing) -there is no questioo about 

it. It is not a violation. 

ASSEMBLYMAN Mc::ENR)E: I thought you would be mudl mre 

enthused about Essex COUnty's success. 

MR. MARI'URANO: Fran the perspective of the Meadowlands, we 

see the Essex County success as not necessarily a success, ooly because 

they are significantly behirrl in their sdledule. we have a July, 1987, 

consent order signed with them that they are going to be out of the 
district with straight landfilling. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN McENR:>E: I have had the opportunity of 

representing Essex County in sate of the negotiations in the Hackensack 

Meadowlands for six or seven years now, and I have always appreciated 

your diligence and protection of your Commission. 

MR. MARI'URANO: well, when we sign a oonsent order with a 

judge-

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: (interrupting) And your inflexibility 

at times regarding that question. 

MR. MAim.JRANO: (continuing) -and we do planning based oo 

that consent order, we anticipate that all the parties signing the 

consent order will put forth a good-faith effort toward meeting it. 

And, while we understand there are problems am we see good progress 

being made toward the siting of a resource recovery plant, I doo't see 

that as an alleviation of the requirement to satisfy the consent 

~r. There is no reason why the residual landfill couldn't be sited 

right now, wherever Essex County is going to site it, and in the 

interim period, before the resource recovery plant is built, there is 

no reason why that landfill can't be used for their straight 

landfilling and then became the residual landfill for Essex COUnty. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: It is a matter of review by the COUnty, 

and will really depend on the fairness of the judiciary. 

MR. MARIURANO: Since it cane up - I wasn't going to bring 

it up, but since it cane up - I felt it should be carmented upon. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENroE: You don't miss a trick, Tan; all 

right. (laughter) 

MR. MARIURANO: Well, sooetimes there is a lot roore to these 

things than meets the eye. 

Another problem that has cane up whidl really needs sane 

legislative help is in the recycling facilities. Okay? Nlat has 

happened, especially up near the Meadowlands, is that we have these 

so-called recycling facilities that deal with the recycling of solid 

waste, not of material. Literally what they do is, they go into 

Manhattan and pick up office building waste, which is JOOStly paper, and 

take it back to their facilities in Hudson, Bergen, and Essex 

Counties. They "process" that material, and then the residue fran 

their recycling operation is disposed of in New Jersey landfills. 
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'!he definitions of •recycling facility• and •process• are 

where we really need sate help because that is totally up in the air 

right now. What is happening is, it is so loosely defined that 

literally thousands of tons of New York garbage a day are canirg into 

New Jersey and are being legally disposed of in New Jersey landfills 

through this flux in the law. we really need to put sate hard 

guidelines on recycling and processing, like perfot:mance standards, 

or samethirg on that order, so that DEP can control these facilities. 

Right now, it is an q>en invitation for New York City garbage, because 

the eoonanics are such that they can dunp $200 a trudt cheaper in New 

Jersey than they can in New York. Any time you have that nuch of an 

incentive-

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: (interrupting) To their extracting the 

recyclables? 

MR. MARIURANO: well, if they were doing that, we would not 

be so opposed to it. 'lbere are sate who are doing that, but the 

majority of them are dunping 20 or 25 yards of garbage oo the floor 

inside a building, takirg out 5% to 1 0% in catpUter paper, am the rest 

of that material goes straight to the landfills. When the market is 

bad, they don't even take out the 1 0%. '!be material just-

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: ( interrupting) It's just private waste 

collected in New York City? 

MR. MARIURANO: 'Ibis is private waste collected. What is 

ha:ppenirg is, they are able to underbid their canpetitors in New York, 

obviously, because the econanics are such that- It is so nuch cheaper 

that I can't- You Jmow, it's incredible. Two hundred dollars a 

truckload is just incredible when you see the size of sate of these. 

There are people with 500 trucks. So, you're talking about el'lOriOOUs 

aaounts of m::>ney here and enonnous quanti ties of New York garbage which 

is taking up valuable space there that we just don't have in New 

Jersey. We can't stop them because of interstate cxmnerce laws, but we 
can try to inprove the perfonnance of their facilities, maybe through 

regulation and legislation. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: So, we're saying regulate to private 

collectors, in a sense, and recyclists. 
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MR. MARI'URANO: Perhaps through sane perfonnance standards of 

the facilities, or possibly something worked out through the Division 

of waste Management in DEP. 5anething really needs to be done 

because- What is happening is, one guy has made so mudl DDney in 

northern New Jersey that he just recently opened a facility in camden. 

He can use the exact same loophole to take Philadelphia waste arr:3 bring 

it into New Jersey. In fact, he has been operating for quite a while 

now down in South Jersey. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: we will address your ooncern. 

MR. MARTURANO: One final thing. I would just mention that 

we might want to give sane thought to a rate-averaging system for the 

resource recoveey plants. once these plants care on line, they are all 

going to have sane veey varied ti_wing fees and there is not going to 

be any way to guarantee where these trucks are going to dispose of 

their waste. If all of them have the same tipping fee, then you might 

have a better handle - you might be able to better control where 

exactly the waste will end up. If sane are dleaper, and there oould be 

substantially dleaper numbers anong the facilities, you are going to 

find small, dleap facilities being overrun and the larger, nore 

expensive facilities looking far garbage. I mean, literally they are 

not going to have anyone bring it there because of the cost. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENR)E: '1\lat is certainly a long-range 

reccmnendation. 

MR. MARI'URANO: well, three years fran now, hopefully. one 

final thing would be that HMOC - and this is specifically just for 

HMOC- we have to go to the BPU far our rate increases arr:3 tariff 

increases. we are the only governmental agency in the State that 

has to do that. '1\lat has hindered us in quite a few of our dealings. 

I'm not sure why the HMDC has been forced to go to the BPU for its rate 

tariffs. we would really like to handle it DDre like the counties do 

when they have a utilities authority, where they can set their own 

tariffs for the landfills and hold public hearings on the tariffs, 

instead of having to go through the BPU process. It has seriously 

hampered our operations. we are in a situation where we have to go to 

BPU to ask for more money for inspection staffs to control the illegal 
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waste caning in. '!be main interveners in our petition are the waste 

haulers themselves. 

so, we are going to the people-- We are trying to catch them 

bringing in illegal waste, arXl we have to go to them to ask for DDre 

noney to hire people to do it. You can see that-

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: (interrupting) Am you would like to 

set your own tariffs and rates? 

MR. MARIURANO: Yes, we would like to be treated just like 

the counties, the county utility authorities that are able to set their 

own tariffs just through holding public hearings. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: I'm sure there is a reason for that. 

Our aide has a question. 

MS. McNUTT: Is it only the authorities which set their own 

rates, or does a county if it has, you know-

MR. MARIURANO: (interrupting) I think JlDSt of the counties 

running landfills are, in fact, authorities, but, to be honest with 

you, I am not sure of that. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: Okay, we will review that request. 

Hopefully, we will be able to provide sane relief for you where we 

can. Is there art:/ questioo you might have, Assemblyman Vainieri? 

ASSEMBLYMAN VAINIERI: Mr. Cllairman, I know that every time I 

listen to TOm Marturano's statements he is very informative. I am just 

wondering whether it is up to the legislative process to answer sane of 

his questions. I think it is DDre an administrative problem. You 

know, DEP could answer your questions, rather than having us, as 
legislators, doing sanething about them. I don't see how we could be 

helpful to you. 

MR. MARIURANO: Sane of them, I think, are-

ASSEMBLYMAN VAINIERI: (interrupting) Well, sane of them, 

yes. You mentioned A-1778, and Assemblyman McEnroe was the prime 

sponsor of that bill. You had sane questions about that, and I •m sure 

they could be answered administratively. It's a statute right rDtl, 

aeyway. I'm sure it is a very good bill. 

MR. MARIURANO: Oh, it is: it's excellent. 

question about that. 

so 
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ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: we will review the assignments 

concerned. 

MR. MARrURANO: We are just having sane problems with the 

implementation of it. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: Whatever we can do administratively, we 
will, arXi if there is legislative q>pc>rtunity, we will pursue that 

also. 

'!bank you, Mr. Marturano. we appreciate your continuing 

interest in helping to solve this substantial ~oblem. 

Next on our list we have Gloucester County, Freeholder John 

Maier and/or Bob Dixon, representing the Gloucester Planning Board. 

RJERl' F. DIXCii: Mr. Chairman, Freeholder Director Maier sends his 

regrets; he could not get away. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: we have a statement. I believe this is 

your statement, Mr. Dixon. 

MR. DIXCN: Yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: I know we have :~~et before; I believe it 

was down in salem County. 

MR. DIXCN: Yes, during the entire-

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: (interrupting) Yoo ~ovided testinDny 

on A-1778. 

MR. DIXCN: We do have a coople of questions aoout how that 

is going to work. '!hey will be oovered later on in my statement. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: All right; thank you. 

MR. DIXCN: Mr. Chairman, members of the Ccmnittee: It is 

really a pleasure to be here on behalf of Gloucester County to testify 

on this issue, which, I guess, is really of universal concern 

throughout the State. 

The Legislature, in establishing the Solid waste Management 

Act, set up the 21 counties aoo the HMOC as the ap~opriate units to 

plan for, develop, and operate solid waste disposal facilities 

throughoot the State. HO'w'ever, with very, very few exceptions, I don't 

think county governments had any experience in actually operating, 

designing, or planning for these types of facilities. 
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By 1980, I believe all 22 districts had developed plans and 

had gone through the process whidl was prescribed. RespondiBJ to State 

policies in guidelines and directions, almost every district looked at, 

if you will, a three-part solution to the problem, the emphasis being 

primarily on resource recovery as a primary method of waste disposal, 

with landfilliBJ and recycliB,;J as the other two legs of the tripod. 

In a general sense though, at this point in time, roost 

counties really lack the resources - human, technical, and financial 

- to nDVe these plans off the drawing board into structural 

solutions. Coupled with this general lack of resources and the growing 

public awareness of the serious problems eminating fran past disposal 

practices, the counties, b¥ and large, encountered substantial 

difficulties in the inplementation process. Perhaps this CXXlvergence 

of events which, in a majority of cases, caused a paralysis of action 

throughout the State, can best be sunmed up b¥ a quote fran the 

journalist William Arthur Ward: "Uncertainty and worry amplify a 

whisper into a shout." 

I think one only has to attend a public heariBJ at some point 

in time on the subject of locating a solid waste management facility to 

understand the above quote. I guess I am here to tell you where 

Gloucester County is and where some of our CXXlcerns are. During the 

past nine to twelve nonths, our County has taken very substantial steps 

to inplement its solid waste management plan. In April, 1984, our 

County, utilizin:J the request for qualifications in the BPU process, 

selected the Signal-RESCO COOpany as our vendor for owning, 

constructing, and operating a resource reCOYery facility in our 

County. 

On September 26, 1984, our County declined to amend its Solid 

waste Management Plan to include a 55.3-million-cubic-yard expansion of 

a privately-owned landfill which provided disposal capacity for a 

substantial portion of the Philadelphia metropolitan region. 

In late 1984, Gloucester County negotiated a four-year 

contract with an out-of-state landfill to accept County waste until 

in-county waste disposal facilities could be developed. 
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I guess one of my oamments, as an aside now, is about one of 

the things I think the Solid Waste Management Act did accomplish. I 

believe it is really a full employment act for attorneys. (laughter) 

I believe our mailing list for the seven lawsuits -- or eight lawsuits 

as of yesterday -- we are involved in-- Our distribution list totals 
somewhere between 35 and 40 different attorneys. So, it has 

acoomplished sane purpose, I guess. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENBOE: Are there any lawyers here? 

MR. DIXCN: On Novenber 13, 1984, SUperior Court Judge 5anuel 

DeSi.Joone, in response to a suit filed by Gloucester County 

municipalities -- the owners of a privately-owned landfill -- and many 
other interested and affected parties, ordered: a one-year expansion 

of the Kinsley Landfill, which is a privately-owned facility in oor 

County; the County to site am have operational a landfill by November, 

1985; and, each of the 24 municipalities within Gloucester County to 

begin a mandatory recycling program. 

In response to this order, and to prior negotiations with DEP 

in mid-December, 1984, Gloucester County entered into an Administrative 

Consent Order with NJDEP which provided for a schedule to bring 

resource recovery am a County landfill an line. '!be landfill is to be 

operational in November, 1985, and resource recovery by 1990. 

On December 28, 1984, Gloucester County amended its 

Management Plan and identified a 420-acre site for a County landfill. 

On February 1, 1985, the New Jersey Department of 

Environmental Protection certified that amendment. 

On February 13, 1985, the County entered into a series of 

contracts with the firm of Camp Dresser & McKee to undertake a 

Preliminary Environmental Inpact Statement and A Preliminaey 

Engineering Design. 'lhese are to be sul:Jnitted to DEP for review and 

issuance of a one-year temporary Certificate of Operating Authority 

under the provisions of WAC 7:26-1 • 7. I hope as I am sitting here 

today that that document will be delivered to DEP for its review. 

On March 4, 1985, the County amended its Management Plan 

which identified a site for a resource recovery facility. 

On March 8, 1985, this was sul:Jnitted to DEP for its review 

am certification. We expect DEP action by June 1, 1985. 
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On April 23, 1985- Again, the Preliminary Environmental 

Inpact Statement, the Engineering Design, arx:t all other supporting 

documents will be sutmitted to DEP and all its sister agencies for 

review am ccmnent leading to the issuance, we h~, of a pennit. 

In addition to these actions, ttlich are ooted in the paper I 

presented to you, our County has designated its Improvement Authority 

as the inplementing agent for the landfill to develop am own the 

County facility. Still under consideration, for a variety of reasons, 

is . the involvement of the Inprovement Authority - the Air Pollution 

Control Authority - the Finance Authority of Gloucester County, or the 

Freeholders themselves becaning the inplementing agent for resource 

reoovery. '!hat has not yet been decided. I believe it is a matter of 

research through the law - the statutes, the IRS statutes, the 

financiDJ houses, etc. - to see exactly how this will CCIIe together. 

It is a very oamplex issue. 

We also obtained approval fran the local finance boam two 

weeks ago for the issuance of $13.5 million worth of pennanent 

financiDJ to construct our landfill. The appropriate resolutions were 

passed last Tuesday by our Improvement Authority and we hope to 

culminate the issuance of these financial instruments on May 1b. so, 
we will be well along and ~epared financially, etc., to undertake the 

inplementation of a landfill. 

These actions have taken place at seven public hearings, am 
we have seven ongoing legal actions, one of which has already fOUJ'X3 its 

way to the United States Su~eme Court. In short, the process is oot 

really easy; it is not sm:x>th. It does indicate, I think, that 

counties have the will to implement their Management Plans. 

Along this line, it is Gloucester County's position that the 

financial provisions of A-1778 can ~ovide a portion of this financial 

stimulation ttlich I really think is necessacy to reach a conclusion. 

However, our evaluation of the statute indicates that a mre concise 

legislative directive on how, ttlen, am under ttlat circumstances these 

revenues will be made available to the inplementing agencies is 

needed. I firmly believe that this kioo of concise definition is 

necessacy to get the DDney into the hands of the people who are doing 

the job, I guess, with the least amount of fuss as possible. 
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I would like to p:>se several very specific questions: '!he 

first relates to the Resource Recovery Implementation Tax, the Solid 

waste Service Tax, and the Solid waste Inp>rtation Tax. All are slated 

for initiation in May, 1985. '!he implementiD3 agencies need to have an 

understanding of how and when these revenues will be disbursed so that 

revenues can be planned for. At this p:>int in time, we have no exact 

ideas as to how these revenues will be delivered - in what fashion 

they will be delivered - nor how we can plug them into our budgets. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: '!hank you. We are going to do sane 

researdl on that, whether it is DEP's prerogative or-

MR. DIX<E: {interrupting) Perhaps my second question will 

address that. '!he second question is: Are the implementiD3 agencies 

going to have to wait for State agencies to develop a regulatory 

framework definiD3 the circumstances f~ distribution of revenues? If 

that is the case, will it be through the process of regulatory 

developnent, the public heariD3 process, etc.? I mean, we could be 

sitting here perhaps next year, still wondering where our IIDI'ley is. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: '!hank you. That is a good question, 

and we are going to research it. Go ahead, Peggy. 

MS. Mc:NUrl': I think the plan f~ the taxes is that they are 

going to be held at the State level until there is a county plan to use 
that nDney. DEP has approved that plan. once that is done, then the 

county, you know, gets its noney. I think-

MR. DIXOO: (interrupting) Apparently there is no provision, 

particularly under the Service Tax, for that. '!here is under the 

Resource Recovery Implementation Tax, and I have sane cannents an that. 

MS. McNU'IT: Okay. 

MR. DIX<E: But, the Service Tax is a separate issue. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: And it is, therefore, enforcement, 

education, and regulation. 

MR. DIX<E: It <X>Uld buy you the expertise you need; it <X>Uld 

help to pay f~ the expertise, whether it be engineering, financial, 

legal, or technical, to implement your facilities. It could go a long 

way because it is a very expensive process. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: But it would then be a judgment call by 

DEP whether or not the particular county is geared for those kinds of 

opportunities. 

MR. DIXOO: It is often hard to be left to the whims. 

My third point is: Although I can understand the legislative 

intent of section 15(d) - I don't have the c: references; I just have 

-the printed copy of the statute -- which requires the development of a 

financial plan for the use of the nDney in the Resource Reocwery 

Investment Tax, the requirement that this document be included in the 

SOlid waste Management Plan as an amendment sort of escapes me. '!he 

developnent of a resource reCOYery facility is really a a:~~plex fluid 

~ss. Requiring the implementation agencies to ~ through the 

plan amendment process with accatpanying DEP certification procedures 

may add a cumbersome and unnecessary step in the implementation 

process. 

For instance, as our implementation process continues, it may 

be necessary to shift ·the projected use of this revenue fran the 

reduction of a tip fee which we may project tc:xlay, to really utilizing 

these funds to finance our engineering, financial, or legal services. 

The question I have is: If we did have a plan, would we have to go 

through the entire plan amendment procedure again as a major 

modification to the plan in the certification process? Really, under 

statutory guidelines without an emergency provision, this could take at 

least six RDnths. So, perhaps you would be leaving the counties in a 

lurch, because 18 months or two years fran now, you could discover 

another need for those resources. '!hat is just samething to think 

about. 

'!bank you. One of the original 

thoughts, though, concerning the developnent of legislation, was to put 

in revenue to assist in tipping fee control, if you will. 

MR. DIXOO: What I'm saying, though, is that if you 

definitely state it in a plan that you are going to use •x• revenues 

for a certain purpose, it is a plan, it is in your plan; it goes 

through an entire legal process. If you want to substantially change 

that, then you have to ameoo your plan and go through at least a 

six-rnonth review process. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: We always intended the bill to be, you 

knCM, a framework. We use that tenn all the time. 

MR. DIXOO: It is just a concern, but I think that many 

counties will-

ASSEMBLYMAN McENRJE: 

amendiD3 the law. 

(interrupting) We can consider 

MR. DIXOO: My last point dealing with the statute is: '!here 

seems to be sane confusion in the wording of the "Host Benefit to 

Municipalities," ccwered by Section ·38(a) of the statute. '!he host 

cxmnunity: "Shall be entitled to an econanic benefit not less than the 

equivalent of $1.00 per ton of solids on all solid waste accepted at 

the sanitary landfill facility duriD3 the previous calendar year as 

detennined by the department. n '!he questions resulting fran this 

language are: Is Deptford Township, whidl is the host of our 

currently used facility, eligible for payments of this benefit based an 

a 1984 calculation? And, two, will South Harrison Township, the 

proposed host of the County facility by November, 1985, be eligible for 

this benefit based on what was disposed of, for instance, at the 

Kinsley Landfill during that portion of 1985 covered? We have made oo 

provisions in our budgetil'¥3 procedures if this would be the 

interpretation. '!here seems to be some lack of clarity, at least from 

our perspective, of what the previous calendar year really means. 'lhat 

portion of the act took effect inmediately, unlike the other three, the 

Importation Tax, the Use Tax, and the Resource Recovery Implenentation 

Tax, which were effective May 1 • 

back? 

So, we are wonderiD3 whether it does back date. Is it a year 

ASSEMBLYMAN McE:NK>E: Does the county have aey role in that? 

MS. McNUTI': I wish I had the bill in front of me right now. 
I am just wondering, is that the section-

MR. DIXOO: (interrupting) I can offer you a copy. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENroE: He is goiD3 to give you a ~· 

MS. McNU'I'r: ell, that's great; I'd love it. 

MR. DIXOO: I just happen to have it. 

MS. McNU'rr: I'm wondering if it gets paid at the beginning 

of the next year for what it received the year before. 
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MR. DIXOO: '!hat is our question. 

MS. Mc:NU'I'l': Okay. I think that is the WCIJ it read. In that 

case, in Deptford, since it did not accept any in the previous year, 

there wouldn't ~ 

MR. DIXOO: (interrupting) Fran Deptford's perspective, 

since in 1984 Kinsley accepted sanethir¥3 on the order of six million 

cubic yards of waste, I am sure they would be nore than anxious to have 

one interpretation. Speakir¥3 for a member of an authority that is 

about to inplement another landfill, "We are not sure whether "We should 

be makir¥3 provisions for payment of that tax based upon our previous 

landfill for a regional facility. '!he language is oonfusing. COUld "We 

get sane clarification? 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: we have your testimony; 'We have 

sufficient copies of the bill arXI "We will review it. we will, of 

oourse, discuss this with the Department to ascertain their 

interpretation of your questions. 

MR. DIXOO: I have one other carment that is not cxwered in 

the statement that was distributed to you. One of the problems we have 

- arXI we did testify previously during the fonnulation of A-1778 -

deals with exactly how we are goir¥3 to determine what these taxes will 

be levied on. '!he best estimates we have seen fran a variety of 
sources throughout the State are sanewhere between 1 0 and 13 million 

tons of waste disposed of in the State. When you're talking about 

sanethir¥3 on the order of $1.00 or nore a ton, that's $3 millioo we're 

guessing at. '!he question I have is: Gloucester has undertaken, at a 

cost of probably $250,000, a two-year nonitorir¥3 program, where "We have 

what we feel is a very accurate idea of exactly how IID.lch solid waste is 

being disposed of in our County arXI where it is canir¥3 fran. 

We would like consideration given, if you will, to utilizing 

our figures, unless there are nore accurate figures canir¥3 fran the 

State and/or the facilities whereon to base the estimates for the 

distribution of the revenues emanating from the taxes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: Do you provide the Department with sane 

of your statistical data? 
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MR. DIXCN: Yes. Olr printouts are obtained every two 

weeks. As soon as we obtain them, the Department is provided with 

them. 

ASSF.MBLYMAN Mc:::ENIDE: Is the Department evaluating that 

statistical data? 

MR. DIXCN: Yes, they are. They have been very useful

ASSF.MBLYMAN McENK>E: (interrupting) Through a request of 

yours? 

MR. DIXCN: (continuing) -through the judicial system and 

through the administrative process. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: So, are you satisfied with DEP's 

figures relating to tonnage? 

MR. DIXCN: DEP really doesn't have any, only what a facility 

operator provides them with. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENK>E: So, you would think, at least in your 

particular County, Gloucester, that the figures you have are IIDre 

correct? 

MR. DIXCN: We would at least like an opportunity to canpare 

our figures with whatever figures are generated on the distribution 

formula under consideration, since we have spent a considerable amount 

of resources to negotiate, perhaps, a distribution based upon those 

numbers. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: I don't think there is any difficulty 

with that. I don't see that being a problem under the A-1778 

implementation. 

MR. DIXCN: Okay. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: They are allowed that kind of 

administrative leeway, I'm sure. 

I have one question. In your a:mnents, you mentiated: •an 
March 4, 1985, the County amended its Management Plan whim identified 

a site for a recource recovery facility.• In other words, that was the 

date you identified a resource recovery facility? 

MR. DIXCN: '!hat was the date of the resolution when our 

Freeholder Board selected a site. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: Ckay. N'lat is Gloucester's intention 

as far as a final solution is concerned? Is it goil'¥:) to be oo a 

regional basis, or strictly Gloucester County alone? 

MR. DIXOO: We have probably been talkir¥3 for a year with 

both Salem and Cumberland Counties to try to resolve a regional 

solution to the solid waste problem, either the three counties, or a 

CXIIt>ination of Gloucester and sanebc:x1y and sanebc:x1y. 

I think one of the things, perhaps, that the Ccmnittee has to 

be aware of is, there is a very, very tenuous and hard negotiatioo. 

One of the things you have to have to finance a resource recxwery 

facility is a landfill. You just have to have ooe. Oftentimes, 

negotiations get down to, if you will-- A resource reOOYery is sort of 

viewed as a less undesirable land use than a landfill. It has mre 

econanic benefits attached to it. Oftentimes you get into the 

negotiation position of who gets the resource recovery facility and who 

gets the landfill. I am not sure whether there is a legislative remedy 

to it by totally sharing benefits, including tax revenues that derive 
fran a regional solution. I am just not sure. But, having been 

through about a year of these negotiations, they are tenuous at best, 

and awfully difficult. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: Sure. Thank you, Mr. Dixon. We do not 

have any further questions for you, but we appreciate your testinDny 

this afternoon very much. 

Is Teresa Martin from Hunterdon COUnty present at this time, 

or is there anyone representing Hunterdon COunty present? (negative 

resp:>nse) 

Next we will have the Executive Director of the Mercer County 

Inprovement Authority, Art Julian. Is Mr. Julian present? (negative 

response) 

Mr. Robert McCarthy, Solid Waste Management Director, 

Middlesex County. 

OlOmR.t' llcCARI.m: I have no statement to make. I appreciate the 

opportunity to be here to listen. 

ASSEMBLYJ.VJAN McENROE: No statement, but you want to be 

recorded as being present on behalf of Middlesex county. 
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Now, we also have a few others. Is there saneone here fran 
Monroouth County? 

UNIDENTIFIED REPRESENTATIVE FlOtt KH«X1l'H CXlJN'l'Y: (speaking 
fran audience; not near microphone) we have no statement. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENR)E: No statement. You wish to be reported 

as present am observing? 

UNIDENTIFIED REPRESENTATIVE FlOtt KHD1I'H CXl.JNTY: Yes, sir. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: Is there any progress to report in 

lblmOuth County? 

UNI.J:>mn'IFIED REPRESENTATIVE FRCM KH«XJ'm CXl.JNTY: we do have 

a County landfill on line, and our resource recovecy plant should be on 

line by July, as agreed to by the DEP/Monroouth County Consent order. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENR:>E: Thank you. Is John Horensky, SOlid 

waste Director fran Somerset County, here? 

JaiN IIR!RiKY: Yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENroE: WOUld you care to join us to make a 

statement or to ask us same questions? 

MR. HORENSKY: I did not cane with a prepared statement, but 

if I may, I would just like to follow up on same previous cooments. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENroE: Kindly join us at the witness table. 

You may have the floor, and an opp::>rtuni ty to ask questions, make 

cooments, or whatever would be your pleasure. You are John Horensky? 

MR. HORENSKY: Yes, I am. Mr. Chainnan, I would like to 

thank you for the opportunity to speak with you today. As I indicated, 

I did not cane with a prepared statement, but I feel that Sanerset 

County can offer its support, and observations, if you will, to a 

number of cooments offered by others here today. 

First of all, our County is a strong believer that the 

regional ization approach to resource recovecy is the nost desirable 
approach. In Sanerset, we have conducted a number of studies relative 

to resource recovecy and its applicability to the County as a unit unto 

itself. These studies have oot proven to us that it is oot (l)l'lceivable 

for a facility to be constructed in the County. HO'Never, given the 

regional problem of solid waste disp::>sal, we feel it is DDre 

appropriate that a regional ap~ch, utilizing larger facilities, and 
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thereby minimizing the regional impact of smaller units, is the best 

way to go. 

so, SOmerset COunty has indicated a desire to participate in 

regionalization, if given that opportunity. SOmerset County is also a 

strong believer in rec.ycling and would support the developnent of a 

mandatory State actioo relative to recycling. However, we feel that 

there is a strong need for market developnent. we do not want to be 

put in a position whereby a County edict canes down indicatil'JJ that all 

municipalities within our borders should rec.ycle -- deliver materials 

to a marketplace, only to find out that that marketplace, I should say 

that centralized receiving area, has no place to dispose of its 

materials. To us it would be a real waste of time and effort to do 

significant rec.ycling, only to have those materials wind up in a 

landfill. 

SO, I think the experiences we have had with our 

municipalities indicate that the market is not in a position to accept 

materials on a piecemeal basis. The market I am referring to is the 

secondary materials market. It is not interested in receivil'JJ five 

tons of glass or four tons of newspaper at a time. It would rather 

have mudl larger shiiJIEnts and those shiiJIEnts in a state whereby they 

could be utilized more directly by the processor. 

To that end, SOmerset County is proposil'JJ that we put 

together a centralized receiving area for our nunicipalities. we do 

not want to take over their municipal rec.ycling programs, but what we 

do want to do is provide them with a centralized area whereby these 

materials can be brought, upgraded if necessary, and then shipped out 

in bulk. we feel that in that manner we could ocmnand a better price 

and we could ccmnand a market contract, whereas our municipalities, 

right now, cannot demand that type of service fran the vendors. So, I 

think that before this thiD3 nDVes to mandate rec.ycling, the markets 

for these materials nust be secured. 

Those are ~ cc:rments. 

A$FltmLYMAN McENroE: Okay, thank you, Mr. Horensky. It 

seems that SOmerset County is in favor of transferring all of its solid 

waste. It seems that you want to have a facility - a transfer station 

- and then mve it all to a regional solution. 
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MR. IDRENSKY: Yes. If it cxmes to a point where we are made 

part of a regional approach, the County would do whatever it could to 

minimize its impact on the host county or host a:mnuni ty. cne such way 

would be the development of a transfer facility that would also enable 

rerroval of whatever recyclable materials could be renD\Ted in an 

economic fashion. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENroE: 

recycling? 

But, is Sanerset County encouraging 

MR. IDRENSKY: Yes, we are. Presently, we are working with 

the Association for Retarded Citizens. They have established an 

occupational training center in Sanerset County and have awroached a 

number of our municipalities. TO date, they have two signed contracts 

with two of our older boroughs, in which they will prO\Tide rurbside 

mixed-material collection service. They will bring it back to a 

warehouse and then, utilizing their clientele, upgrade the materials to 

market specifications. 

They are also proposing to expand this service to the entire 

County, and we are looking at-- That activity would necessitate County 

involvement. They do not have the resources, nor the space, at this 

point in time to do that, but the County is very serious about 

assisting them if we can, again, manage and be safe in assuming that 

the markets will be there once this program expands to that level. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: Thank you. Do you have any questions, 

Assemblyman Vainieri? 

ASSEMBLYMAN VAINIERI: No questions, but it is interesting to 

see that Sanerset County is going ahecrl with its recycling program 

anyway. 

ASSEMBLYMAN McENROE: Thank you very mudl for your testinony, 

Mr. Horensky. 

we have contacted all of the counties, and I em pleased to 

see that the response has been supportive of our interest in assisting 

their needs. I believe we have called on eadl of the counties that 

asked to be heard today. 

Again, just to repeat, Hunterdon County hcrl said that it 

would be represented here, but there was no one here fran Hunterdon. 
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Middlesex County is here, again, observing, and we appreciate that. 

MonJoouth County, again, the same cirCUI'ILStance, not anxious at this 

nanent to offer any testimony to the Carmittee. , 

We had DEP represented, and I appreciate their concern and 

interest in our public hearing today. I believe we have benefited very 

much fran the testinon.y offered. we have garnered sane initiatives 

fran the testimony which we will review. OUr basic intention remains 

that we, the Legislature, and this particular Carmittee, want to 

i.npress on the counties the inp>rtance and the seriousness of our offer 

of help to them in solving this substantial problem which affects all 

of us. County governments, as all of us Jmow, traditiooally have oot 

been involved in this kind of resi,X)llSible role. I think, really, it is 

an enhancement of the opportunities that the elected county officials, 

both executives and Freeholders, have in New Jersey government at this 

time. 

I assure you of our cooperation and our interest in bringing 

to our fellow legislators your interest and the areas where we can be 

of benefit to you, where we are going to set aside art:/ impediments to 

assist the counties in better implementing their responsibilities. 

There is an environmental package - I Clll a part of the sponsorship, as 

is my oolleague, Assemblyman Vainieri -- which will provide grants and 

loans to counties for the implementation of energy reoc:wery 

facilities. There is catpanion legislation in preparation, about ready 

for introduction, that will provide funding for closure. That, of 

course, is an issue of great inp:>rtance, IIDre, I think, in the 

southernly and rural areas of the State. I don't believe either of 

those legislative opportunities will become ndred in any long debate. 

Again, if there is a particular concern that art:/ of the 

counties have individually, please give us the opportunity of 

respondir¥J to that concern. 

Thank you all for attel'¥ling our public hearing. we had hoped 

to convene by ten and adjourn by one, and we have stayed sanewhere near 

that schedule. Again, thank you vey much. 
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'Recovery Energy in t'aste 

Introduction 

The State of New Jersey crea~es and disposes approximately 
10 million tons of municipal and commercial solid wastes each year. 
At a nominal density of 700#/cu yd, the collected waste would fill 
the Giants• football stadium to a height of approximately 150 feet 
e·very day of the year. Disposal of this grO\·Ting solid waste load 
is beL~g limited by a continuing reduction in numbers of landfillsJ 
within the state. new landfill space is a nuisance, most communi
ties will not accept without bitter outcry, legal maneuvers and 
political retribution. l·~any of the communi ties' cone erns are based 
on valid considerations of noise, pollution, traffic, odors, 
infestation and loss in property values. To resolve all of these 
Droblems reouires the 'visdom of Solomon and unlimited resources. 
There is a ,:lay, hmvever, to ameliorate some of these cone erns and 
totally resolve others. 

Since the oil eobargo, the value of waste as a fuel has 
increased dramatically. The :r·rew Jersey waste tonnage contains the 
energy equivalent of ?O trillion BTU/yr. Fossil fuel equivalents· 
of this quantity of energy in our waste are: 

1) 

2) 

15.5 million barrels of oil ·,.;hose value at $28. 00/barrel 
equals $434 million 

88 billion cu ft of natural gas with a value of $353 
million 

3) 3.5 million tons of coal with a value of $137 million 

The ~otential ecoriomic values, as well as the energy reflected 
above on an annual level, are com9letely lost when collected wastes 
are relegated to landfills. These same vlastes produced by New Jer~ey 
household and commercial establishments can offset a substantial 
portion of the fossil fuel required for electrical power ge~eration. 

The Fro:;osal 

Current changes in goverP~ent regulations, specifically the 
Public Utility Regulatory folicy ~ct (?uRFA Dec. lj79) require all 
public utilities to buy excess electrical rower produced by a cogen
erator and pay him a fee equal to the highest avoided cost. 

SThTE P..EGULATIONS SHOULD c;....RRY THE PURP A REOUIREl-1ENTS 
O~TE STEP FGRTnER. .~CCORDI:.rGLY, IT IS FROFOSED THnT TEE 
ST.n.TE, T!-::::.=tOUGH LEGISL."l.TIV,E . .:..CTION ~:J·;D FROI-rlJLG/i.TED 
REGULATIONS REQUIRE Tn.-,.T THE PUBLIC UTILITIES OPER.4.TING 
IN TEE STATE Bu"Y STE.:::.H P:RODOCED FROH SOLID \·J.~STE FOR 
THEIR U.SE TO OFFSET ST:3.o.J~ REQUIREl·~NTS .NORHALLY SELF 
GENER.r..TED BY B':.'!ffiHNG FOSSIL F"llEL. T!i:E PUBLIC UTILITIES 
\·iiLL BE REQUI:nED TO ?AY. THE PRODXER OF- STE!J'i FROH \-J.:.:,STE 
A FZE EC2U.~L TO THE EIGHEST ;._VOIDED COSTS. 
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Supporting Data a~d Considerations 

1. Electrical Energy From '.:o.ste 

N. J. Projected waste lciad (1990) 
Shrinkage (1-Ia.ndatory source se1=aration 

State goal 25% 

30,000 tons/day 

Haste for conversion to El. energy 
7,500 

22,500 
If 

II 

Electrical energy potential §500 ~.{/ton 
equals 

or 
11, 2 50, 000 K\:J/ day 

468,750 KU/hr. 

2. Public utility steam producing electrical generating 
stations in New Jersey 

PSE&G Co. 

Location 

Bergen, N. J. 
Ridgefield- 11 

Burlington 11 

Hudson 11 

Jersey City 11 

Kearny " 
I.inden " 
Hercer 11 

Hamil ton T>.·lp, N. J. 
Se\·laren 11 

JCF&LT. Co. 

Sayreville, N. J. 
E. H. ~;erner, S. .'oW boy, N. J. 
Gilbert Sta. , Holland T\·lp 11 

Atlantic City ~lectric Co. 

Dee;:n·:ater, FeY1..ns Grove, H. J. 
B. L. EnglaDd, Beasely Ft., J·:. J. 

Rated Output 

287,000 K\·i/hr 
283,000 II 

180,000 u. 

383,000 II 

6oo,ooo II 

a92,000 II 

59,000 II 

306,000 II 

306,000 II 

446 000 II 

' 

347, 000 KVl/hr. 
60, OO·J " 

126,000 11 

315,890 K.;/hr. 
403,000 fl 

(1-ioody's 
1983 ) 

Nine of the above steam generating plants are located in the 
north eastern corridor of the state and in the area of a major 
~ortion of the waste generating population. Three plants are 
located in the central and-western part of the state and the remailr 
ing three are located in the ·southern part of the state serving 
population centers like Trenton and Camden and htlantic City. 

3. Siting and Sizing Waste to Steam ~lants 

Based on expected us~able \.:aste tolli"l.age rates of 22,500 
tons/day, the number of ~~~t~ to steam plants can vary 
de?ending on transportation access, physical site,proxi
mity to steam utility, waste flow objectives and plant 
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rated waste ca~acity. Many early waste to energy facilities 
were beset by construction problems and operating difficul
ties. l·;e"\1 systems have resolved many of these earlier 
problems. The larger new systems in the u.s.A. and Europe 
run the gamut of oetween 1000 ton/day to 3000 ton/day 
capacity. Assuming a medi~m size plant of 2000 ton/day 
capacity, approximately 11 plants would be required to 
ha:-rdle the HeH Jersey daily v1aste load. ;;.t 2000 tons/day a 
plant could prod:..ice enough steam to generate 4o,ooo KVI/hr. 
of electrical energy. From 5 to 10 acres of land is re
quired to support a waste to steam plant. This acreage is 
required to support transportation access, weight scales 1 
physical plant, queuing areas, parking and buffering. It 
is believed that this acreage can be made avail-able on, 
adjacent to or sufficiently near each steam using utility 
to permit direct piping of produced steam to steam tur
bines without line losses. The actual number of plants, 
the sizing and site boundaries can be deterQined after 
physical survey of utility plants, -vmste flO\v optimiza
tion, transportation and traffic considerations. 

4. -o-o-erati-oY1s- - · -

Ti1e vmste .to steam facility should be 0\med, built a.l'ld 
operated by ~rivate industry. Th~re is no need in having 
the utilities get into the waste_pr6cess1ng and disposal 
business. Ca;ital costs can be covered by tax exempt 
revenue bonds and equity investments. Capital costs for 
plant and eq~iyoent can be significantly reduced, since 
the plant and equipment will be limited to producing a 
grade and quality of steam compatible to already in place 
steam turbines a.~d control equipment. 

5. Controls 

The state, through its opet~-~ing agencies, \·lill select 
and define sites, -a-p§r-ove _ ~e~_igns, is sue peroi t s, as sign 
idaste .flov1s, establish--disi.;osal rates, regulate operations, 
approve pollution controls and perforQ periodic inspections 
against standards. The state will, through its taxing 
.r..;o-v;ers and credit rating, establish an environment to per
mit private industry to undertake the necessary building 
and operation of a sufficient number of plants to serve 
the states' waste load. 

Proposal Advantages 

B. 

c. 

Waste to steam site~ are fixed in number, defined by 
size and located at, adjacent to or near current steam 
using electric utility plants. 

Capital costs of waste to energy facilities are con
siderably reduced due to cost avoida~ce of steam 
turbines, controls, housing maintena~ce and other 
ancillary e~uipment required to produce electricity. 

Operational costs of waste to energy facilities are 
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considerably reduced due to cost avoida;·,ce of operation 
of steam turbines, controls, housing caintenance and 
other ancillary equipment required to produce electri
city. 

D. Landfill disposal in the future will be limited to 
steam plant residue, by-pass needs as they arise and 
demolition materials greatly reducing new landfill 
space requirements. 

E. Sulpher Diozide :from existing coal burning utilities 
(acid rain component) can be moderated and reduced. 

F. Savings in natural resources (fossil fuels), especially 
fuel oil,will have a major beneficial impact on the 
United States 1 balance of payments position, \-lrlich is 
greatly weakened by our need for foreign oil. 

G. Full impleoentation will provide an increase in poten
tial electrical ca)acity for the utilities in the state 
of approximately 500 I·~egawatts/Hr. A growth reserve 
against fu~ure power needs. 

H. Full implementation can put a te~~orary hold on fut~re 
utility rate increase requests by the intangible bene
fits derived by the utility. 

I. Impleoentation of the proposal by the state \-Jill 
expedite plant nesign, development construction and 
operational availability by elininating at least one 
layer of bureaucratic involvement. 

J. It will help reduce expenditures by Chapter 326 created 
districts in site selections for areas without stable 
steao Iilarkets. 

Qonclusion. Reco!:!IJ.endations and Suono.ry 

The most cost effective and ex:;;editious Larmer for imple
menting a state-wide waste to energy plan to resolve the growing 
,.,aste--aispo-sal-~::.":r:.oblem is for the state and state agencies to 
resume -control of t!-~is effort from tte 22 districts, so charged by . 
Chapter 326. 

That the State, through legislative action a~d prooulgated 
regulations,require: that public utilities operating in the state 
buy steam yroduc ed from solid .,.,a st e for their use to offset· steam 
requirements normally self generated by b~rning f~~~~i~~~~e~: 

That the State and State agencies, in c-oncert with the public 
utilities of the state, site an approprir.te m.m.ber of waste to 
steam plants. throughout the state located on or adjacent to 
existing public utility steam ;.reducing electrical generating 
stations. 
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That private industry be invited to bid, design, build and 
operate waste to steam plants for an appropri~te fee schedule and 
that the private operator be permitted to sell steam to the 
utility and recover from the public utility a fair return from 
the utilities avoided costs. The size of the plants and number 
of plants shall be comr.nensura te v:i th site physical characteristics, 
'vaste flow objectives, traffic and transportation requirements and 
daily '"aste disposal volumes. 

k~1L LL~~~-
~ra~k Schimcenti PE 



HAcKENSACK MEADOWLANDS MuNICIPAL CoMMITTEE 

MEMBER COMMUNmES 10 Stuyvesant Avenue 
Lyndhurst. New Jersey 07071 

(20 I) 933-9240 

Culstodt 
Eost Rutherford 
Jorwy City 
Keomy 
little Ferry 
Lyndhurst 
Moonochie 
North Arlington 
Northlletgen 
Ridgefield 
Rutheriord 
S.C.ucus 
South Hockensock 
Teterboro 

Mr. Harry A. McEnroe, Chairman 
Assembly County Government 
And Regional Authorities Committee 
CN 042, State House Annex 
Trenton, N.J., 08625 

Dear Chairman: 

April 19, 1985 

Dominick Casamassina 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

Thank you for inviting us to meet with your Committee on 
April 23, 1985 to discuss vital state issues which affect 
the environment and the finances of the people in our 
great State. 

As you know, the Hackensack Meadowlands Municipal Committee 
is designated as the Solid Waste Management Advisory Com
mittee for the Meadowlands District. As such, we are sub
mitting some of our thoughts on this subject which we hope 
you will consider in formulating legislative action. 

They are as follows: 

1) Resource Recovery Plants-Location 

As you are aware, most municipalities reject the thought 
of locating a Resource Recovery Plant within its own 
boundaries. However, in certain municipalities, Resource 
Recovery Plants are welcomed for various reasons. 

Therefore, we recommend that if a willing host is identi
fied and the host meets all of the environmental criteria, 
the R & R facility should be located in that municipality. 

We recommend that legislation be introduced and supported 
by your Committee to expedite the siting and construction 
of these vitally needed facilities. 
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2) Landfill Closure Costs 

Municipalities and Counties who have been hosts to 
solid waste landfills are faced with high financial 
costs. These areas have been accepting solid waste 
as a necessity and for having the empty land and 
g~aphical location necessary for these operations. 

Now, after 50 years of landfilling operations by pri
vate and municipal users, including out of state users, 
the present users must pay the huge landfill closure 
costs. In some areas, these costs are as high as 100 
million dollars, (the Hackensack Meadowlands District 
landfill closure costs are a good example) . 

To make the oresent users responsible for these costs 
is totally unreasonable. These costs should be shared 
by the~ and present users. But, since it is now 
impossible to collect costs from past users, the State 
of New Jersey should pay for these costs through a tax 
on all users of landfills in the state. 

To supplement the above tax, the state could also use 
funds approved from various environmental or green acres 
bond issues that were approvec by the voters. 

vle sincerly hope that your Comrni ttee considers these 
important points and support legislation in regard 
to the above. 

{). Sincer;y#s 

;tY'~~~a~s .... s~~o. ~n"a~~&<:~-

7X. 



Six Hawthorne Drive 
Westfield, New Jersey 07090 
April 17, 1985 

Honorable Harry A. McEnroe, Chairman 
State of New Jersey 
Assembly County Government and 

Regional Authorities Committee 
CN-042 
State House Annex 
Trenton, New Jersey 08625 

Dear Mr. McEnroe: 
. 

Thank you for your letter of March 29, 1985, addressed to me 
as Chairman of the Union County Solid Waste Advisory Committee. 

I regret that I have another commitment so that I cannot 
attend the hearing scheduled for Tuesday, April 23rd, before 
the Assembly County Government and Regional Authorities. I 
trust you will be hearing separately from the Union County 
Board of Freeholders. 

You might be interested in reviewing a talk I gave on the 
solid waste problem as viewed from the perspective of one 
municipal official - me - at a recent forum staged by the 
Union County Chamber of Commerce. Also participating in the 
program were Dr. Sadat of DEP and the representatives of the 
Office of Recycling, the County, the City of Rahway and the 
Solid Waste Industry. Whether you think it appropriate to 
include this in the record of your hearing is in your 
discretion. 

Many thanks for the invitation, and I appreciate being kept 
advised of the subject. 

GCB:ms 

Ve;;}fru:y yours, 

~r~C.~r. 
Councilman· of Town of Westfield 
Chairman of the Union County 
Solid Waste Advisory Committee 

cc: Louis Coletti, Union County Manager (w/enc.) 

IX 
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MUNICIPAL PERSPECTIVE ON SOLID WASTE PROBLEMS - GCB 4/10/85 

----------------------------------------------------

You have heard about this problem from the point of view of 

the state and the county. My comments are primarily frm the point 

of view of a municipal official, not as chairman of the County's 

SWAC. 

1 ike to start by describing aY1 ideal SC•l id 

~>"Jc?.st e-recyc l i i"l!:;i Sc·l id waste are 

collected throu;hout town - free by private enterpreneurs. The 

calle=tors work out t~emselves en ~ pecking order who collects 

wher"'E. Since they.work for nothing, there are no charges to the 

~~xpayers far ~ m~nicio~: SE"r ... \liCE. All material is recycled; the 

cc:!ectors the~selve2 ~eve Joinet to build facilities to melt and 

accorcino to a recent 

Bx: the 

t~eir courtyarcs~ whe~e ~~ole families citch in to sort out and 

mel~ down the goot s~uff. ~he ~a~~a;e ;arbage goes over a fence to 

pi;s, who are of course also recycle~. 

this won't work in Union County which, I 

hasten to add, is a lot cleaner than the Cairo I visited two years 
~'? 

ago. They sure isn't 100~ collection t~ere, let a~one ~e6ycling • 

As one of over a hundred elected 

. - ' . . ~- -'. ~ ... . . 

officials of vary~-n~('t,~_6~~:~;;~,;ds'_ .. · 
. ' . .. :-.· . ~ _, --:-," _:'. . ~ ·-.'_. ~-:_-:f:-;. ~~-~-# ~ 

ar.d political persuasiOY•s, i l"l 21 municipalities in , our county;·~'.-... I ~.:'c.~·."' - · 

don• t pretend to speak for a 11 of them. S i nee "e :h~v;.; , ~~~:~:!t~'[ 
different approaches to residential solid wa~te collection· {n our -". ·· 

.!_>: 1 

9X 

,,·'Jiifi~r 
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---------~------------------------------------------

21 municipalities, I couldn't anyway. But five years on the 

Wesfield Town Council and the county Solid Waste Advisory Council 

have given me some insights as to how we see the problem. 

And what a problem! As a businessman and lawyer with a 

large corporaticn, I have been i~vo!ved in negotiating some pretty 

big deals. But the intricacies of solving our own solid waste 

problem in this ant other counties - financial, engineering, 

legal! tax, environmenmtal and political will dwarf all but the 

lar~est, the mcs~ complex of deals in the business world. 

with resce=~ to househol~ waste collection - in 4 towns refuse is 

collect~d by city cers~nnel a~d e~uipment, and thus is a municipal 

T~e c0~~ ~f t~~se contracts is also part of local 

taxes:.. including mine, one or more private 

eac:·t-J area: .. The 

government itself, with 500,000 people producing 475,000 tons per 

year of solid waste - Just under one ton or two-plus cubic yards 

· fc•r every rnan, woman ar1d chi l d - historically has had no ~ole .. in· 

In tne first ·two 

--~r-..·:_-:-_~.··~=-··-~ ... --.~~:<~--.-

.· ' :·: ·.i£~;¥t:g7~:;:;.::,.:};~,~~;.c~····. 
the cost is a municipal• serv.ice, -' ;::.<··· .. 

' . .. . ~:-~ ~~-~~:·-~ ~:-~.:~;-~~-~~-~-;_:~ .... ·~~~-:_:.-.;~~-~~~;.~----?!:· ~· 
Anytime you ·say_"budget" to one of-~s;·_yourr;;.i· ~~,--

. . . . . ·' ._.:-<!. ·.;·:·. ~-.f.. . 

11 caps". The cap law in New .Jersey./i.·~=~?·{h" 
. . . . . -~ . . ~ ·.: .· ·. -.-. .~ ... · ;.· .. , ... ~""~-,<;·~·-,.: 

cases, 

solid waste. 

part of the budget. 

next word has to be 
- . ~. -~~ 

maJor headache of every official, because .. it is a_peiling 

' ~r:iti~~,~~·--~fti~;,?"~:-'/>f~:::2~~~'.~f~?i~;~,~:~~j~;~:~~~. ·.·o:,,i~'-~.~ ~~:=.,.~ ... 
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----------------------------------------------------
the municipality can spend not a ceiling on taxes or the tax 

rate. Grossly oversimplified, that means that as we put budgets 

to;ether in the e&rly months of the year the maximum that can be 

budgeted for spentin~ is about 105 per cent of what was soent last 

So w~at does a munic~~ality do when it is told that, by 

reason of added solid waste collection and disposal expenses, its 

costs will exceed !05 per cent of what they were last year? Bear 

in Mi~d that t~is increase comes about by reas~n of a combination 

all beyond the control· of the municipal 

increases for labor. fuel and new equioment, an 

increase i~ t~e 2mount of so:id waste to be collected because 

they ~ut out more. 

la~dfill charges and taxes •• 

r2cent rncnt~e we h~ve ~xcerienced first, adcitional taxes imposed 

en t~e chysical ac: o~ dumcin~ a ton of waste in a landfill, 

add~tional char:es by t~e landf~ll o~erator, a private 

entrepreneur, for the privilege of dumoing ,and most recently, 

increased travel time and waitine time as trucks go further to a 

different landfill. In Union County's case, most trucks were 

switched frc•m frc•m ILR i y, Ed i soY• tc• Edgebc•ro i "'' Sc•uth Brunswick. 

My own town er.gineer says that, whereas he used to be able to :do 

three or 
'-
ever. four rUYJS a day of . ·• ~-· .... 

debris, now he is lucky to get two. The ·haulers represented on.·~"("_.;./ 
• 0 • <" ~ .. : .0.-- • • • -:~ ~~. ·: • • /·:: ~ :·:-=--~- :;~·":::~-.. •. 

0 •M~-:· ~--~- -•, o 0 0 o • ..... ---

SWAC say the same thing. - .. ·, · .. ~ ;·_: :· .. ~:>~~h;~-:,7,~~~,:~: 
·The cap law in the past has been very unsympatheti~ 

i 

l 

.. ~: -~- :_ · __ ·: ~ .:..-.. ... 
'..- .. ··. . . 

~ ._ ._ -·· . .;.'itx·:.:·-...:."-~~-·. 
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problems and increases. Of course our taxpayer constituents are 

never happy about a~ything that raises taxes especially 

something like garba~e. If the cost goes up, especially if that 

happens aft2r the budget is adopted, tough 7 the municipality has 

to cut back on some other service ~~~ hope for the best. It is 

not a pleasant situation for elected officials. 

Let me give this audie~ce of businessmen some numbers. 

Before 1981 it cost 75 cents to dump a cubic yard of solid waste. 

Two of these taxes were added to this by law in 1981, totaling 57 

cents, and that w~s at least outside the cap law I have been 

~ot from the Board of 

Public Utilities successive surcharges of $1.42, 15 ceYsts, aYsd 

$!.45 over a t~s-ye~~ ~eriG~ o~ the ea~e cubic yard of waste, so 

all o~ a sud~e~ w~at cost 75 ce~ts in 1980 costs $4.35 in 1983. 

we~e told ~hat what the PP~ a~thorized was administratively Qiven, 

and he~~e not outside the cac. Since the ca~ is a restriction on 

what can be spent, the $3.02 in extra charges was something that 

ca~not be bs~ent under the cao law on some other important 

municipal service like policemen or street 1 ight il"IQ 

recreat i oYs. 

Those towns with private contractors don't have the cap 
-·.;.. 

. --~-,- ,,;-~.-~ ~. 

prob l ern w-ith respect to res i de.,..,t i a l collections .· beacuse ... :a 11 . · 
•. ·- -:;.;,'. :_:;~-. . : ',:'<-' 

residents pay private 1 y our o•m sc:avangers. · .The same . i~~)rue . SP:1:f":.,;~;-
all the businesses in the COUY'sty, because a recent . survey sho~e~}·'~f~:-~ 

~ -- :_,. · .... _ :_. . . -~ ~ ~~-: .. i·.~;:?~~:- ::~~!if-~:-:· 
that all r:c•mmerical aYsd ir,dustrial waste is 1 ikewise removed "~-<'i.~i::,..: 

''":' ;' .. 

• <-' ' _.'~. 

:· • :'-.- -: ,:!'· ~"'.!; -_. :'':, : . 
.. 
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private contractors. But while not having the financial and 

budget squeeze from the cap law, they're not out of trouble. 

In the 9 municipali~ies where householders deal with private 

collectors, sin~e waste collection is no~ a municipal function, we 

have no co~trol w~atsoever over these collectors. The State Bc·ard 

of Public Utilities ap~roves the rates ard territory and terms of 

service of each individual collector. We thus have to turn a deaf 

ear, in effect, to complaints by our constitutuents. Tellir.g them 

to complai~ about ooor, slo~~v or r~d~ service to the Board of 
. 

Public Utilities in Newark isn't a pleasart situation either. 

most of us feel o~ t~e ~~bJe~t o~ so!i~ waste. 

inve~~i~ating fac~s an~ alter~at~ves and then see and cause 

N0~ sc ~ere - and yet ~ali~ waste disoosal, 

te!ephone and water service, is a daily fact of 

We ~ave had strikes and 

other crises reaularly in re~e~t su~mers. Ps municipal officials 

~~ere is little legally w2 can to advise or assist our citizens in 

coping with same or in settlins the strike or the crisis. That 

isn't very pleasant either. 

Now lets deal with today's problems as seen from the .. 

perspectiye of at least one municipal offi~ial. Under the . 1975 .. -
'j ;, 

; - -
Solid Waste Management Act the county which i~ the past had n~ 

role i~ solid waste and had, and to this day 
~- •• ~ ,. • - •• - ... ·:e. ~ 

st i 11 has -,no'·· .. ···~:--;'; 
. . ~- ' ·- : .· :--- .. ----'--~--·~ .. 

eq lt i pmer.t , no personnel and most important of all no 

.... 
-·~:.:•~ ·:c· 

. ' 
... ' ·. _,_ -.--
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the county a~d its Board of Freeholders and staff were made 

responsibile for overseeing and coordinating the entire solid 

waste problem for the county. Sadat and the DEP. I think that the 

Union County officials in the past four years that I've been 

watchil'"J~ have a j::)l·~etty the 

ci rcmnstaYJCes. 

No community in the county except for Linden has a landfill. 

No community has the vacant land even if we wanted to create a new 

lan~fil!. So we were dismayed by the char~es and recent litigation 

to the effect that the county was somehow su¢posed to have an 

in case you were~'t aware of ~ .a. .... ' 

T~ere were two taxes per ton 

a~ded- ~his ~s a~ove ~~t ~eyo~d the ~um~er~ I've already stated-

specifically .. . . . . . . 
or so11c was~e tha~ is i .,.., a lar-:dfill i l'"J 

another cou~ty - an~ that is our situatio~. 

Lets discuss re=ycling. The state's o~ficial policy and 

obJective is 251-. and many municipalities,"are 

dedicated to the concept of recycling materials • In Westfiel~ :we 

. ·have coll@cted aYtd recycled newspapers, glass,- cans and· leaves for .. 

years through a combination of 

... . .. . :,.._:·:::-·· 
. . :· ..... 

VOlunteer. aYtd muni~i pal eff~rt·. ~;:.·;··._,. 
• . . ... ~ • .. --~~~·;:~ . -~~~~ ~~:~~:_~-:~~--.. ~:. ~~--~r_:;.·_·: 

The biggest· ·problem-;:<~~.··.,)~~~ 
. -~ . ;.-. . ·_ ::---o:· .• ~~~:.~-~ ·-:~-;! _;- :_ 

programs. · Others in the county have similiar 

is that recycling at this stage of the game costs money, not saJ~~i:_:,,::~:}~; :_ 

.... - :·-

. ·.>_. ·-~· ::i~'.-~&:.::>,:::,;:s·."·· . . . ·~ .. .. 6 
; _- •• :. ~:;~:. ._:! -;;.:..:-:--~ . • \,-<:"" 

..., .• :-.- ~...: .·f.:;.-.~.~~.:- . ~ . 
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it. large measure this is because there simply is no 

economically attractive market or indeed at times no market for 

what is collected by re~ycling. There have been instances, 

unfortunately, where ma~erials that were very carefully sorted at 

the household lsvel, and then very carefully put out or even 

brought in •o~ recycling had to go to landfills because there was 

no commercial enterprise ready and willing to accept same. That 

is a principal reason why Union County's SWAC is very concerned 

about the practical implementation of the pending bill il"1 the 

~here are a lot of taxpayers out there who are unhappy about 

the costs of a l~t o• es~entia! municipal services schc•ols, 

senior citizens 

I~ ~he case oT solid 

er.-;~;.., .. . ,. -- , leaf pi:es~ containers at 

convenience stores ar~ fas~ foot o~tle~s and downtown trash 

bas~ets. They are telling us that these costs have to be kept 

down - and tMis incluldes adde~ expense in tax dollars if that 

comes about from refuse disposal or recycling or both. 

This is an attitude and point of view I don't lik~, but I 

have to recognize it exists. We've 
• - ~-h • • • • .... • 

talked· about politicians 
. ·.·-r.·_ ;. .. •' 

.._- .. - -~ . . 

has been defined as ~the art of -~~he~:~-:;~ lets remember that "politics" 

possible". The collectors have had to 

collection costs at rates far beyond the rate 

. ;: '': :~ ... -,. ~-: ~·.- . ' ... . 
_;_ ,. •"-

. ·- ·.· 

·. . ~-- ·!. ·. ~ .- ~-: · .. 7 ., 
•·. 

raise 

.: .. ·..:.. v ,._. - •• ~ --: 

. :_ ·_ :--~. ·.· __ :-.~-- :..~ ... ~-· ... ·.~_::~' :t-~. 
residential~:.~~:":!£~:~:"_ 

• . . .·• • ..... 7 ·_:·~-- ·-----~~?::7;. 

c-;.·:· '~-, i: 
,. - ~~. .· . . -

• ~-~ -::t • ;•, r .' •• : , ., ' :··_ :·iiX · 
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other costs·. 

I've painted a pretty bleak and harsh picture intentionally, 

because there a~e a lot of tough problems to be addressed insofar 

as municipalities and residents are concerned. Many of these same 

pr~blems exist at the commercial and industrial level also, and if 

you haven't heard some of the things we're talking about today 

from your plant managers and foremen, maybe you'd better ask some 

Where do we go? First and foremast, a Resource Recovery 

Plant such as Joe ~azar has described is a must. SWAC has been 

investiga~i~g these for ever six years; we've visited and studied 

and h~d presentatio~s on a number of them. There simply is no 

Eve~ i~ ¥it~:es~~ C~unty and the DSP would tolerate 

our waste goin£ intc ~id~lesex landfills for another 10 years and 

the space e~isted - botr ve~y doujtful prepositions - the total of 

four of the six taxes cer ton of s~li~ waste which are already on 

the books and bein£ collected would increase from $ 3.50 

in 1985 to $ 23.95 per ton in 10 years - an increase of 680 

per ceY,t. This is only this collection of taxes I mentioned -·and 

add to this labor, fue 1, equipment and the needed additional 

equipment, landfill fees, travel and wait i rsg time arsd _so on, as .. 
. --•--.-

well as the fees in the proposed recycling act. 

· :Trucking our waste to south Jersey ~ 06ean 

. ....... 
~ .. ~<::~.::-~:~ _·.~;.:: -,::··: 'i_ ...... . /. ·::· :,.-

" . ,. :,- : •. ~ :-... · :: ~·~~:. - -~ :·.~- :~--· --,:·:c:-~.·· 
.county; -:~_as·· 

..... ~.:·::·; ~:.::.~ ... ~ ...... ~<'· . .-.::;~"'' '<'.i-.:;y•'-"'" 

been_unrealistically suggested from time to poses· all' 
.· . . ~ ~ 

,.. ··.~.:.. >· ... =.:.~~;;-~~·- .. 
that ·capac .... . . . •. 

same· costs. · Arsd Dr. Sadat has shown us today that 

would disappear in 3 years. ·--~:h ..... 
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But Resource Recovery plants have questions, problems and 

opposition. In the next few days the City of Newark has to decide 

whether to allow one on a site in the Ironbound area near the 

Local residents have been up in arms in the past, and 

tomorrow a strong encore can be expected in hearings before the 

Newark City Council. Yet plal"rts of this type are commorr il"r 

Europearr cities, we rrow have them in 

Massachusetts, Westchester County and downtown Baltimore, among 

other places. 

concerns· about health and environmental problems, 

starting with emissions~ and recent problems from 

Bophal to Li~den have do~e nothi~c to relieve apprehensions. 

Others worry about traffic p~tterns and flows. R:l of these have 

to be addressed, and are. Cost of ocerations is another real 

concern - no matter how is to~e~ i~ is aoparent to everyone 

that "+ l ... more to ~is~~se of a ton of refuse at one of 

these ~uarter-billion dollar plant~ than to dumc it somewhere as 

we have been dcin; for 500 years. TMe 1984 amendments to the 

Internal Revenue Code~ I should note, present a real monkey wrench 

into the financing of these clants . 

. The other policy that has to be met is to create and 

stabilize firm, dependable and viable markets for ·,re6ycled 
' . . _. ~~:._;7 .. ~~ :_::0·:·;:: :-~:~"'~· -~-- -~ -~-~~-.; ~.;~ ·-~· ... -~-- :· 

materials.'- A lot . of recyclable materials can and should be :-::kept ;-·· · 
. -~ - : ·--:=--~: · ... : -:. -:.;;, .. ,. . .. ' ; -. . : . ... ~. -~ ~--~,:· .. :.;"~<~~ ·::~~;~-~--~-~- .~~ 

out of resource reco~ery . plants to keep its _-operating ~and ::'c<·.::,>.-·.; 
-·-: - -~ z ,·- ••• :.:~-~~--~:<~~-_=·· ;::..=.~-:~~~<~~-:. . . ". 

maintenance costs down. Finding and encouraging users .:'·.-for c(-!:··~.-

plastic, glass, metal . paper products 
. ' . ._.: ' .. ;: ·--~·- __ :.,~ ~~~:- --~f~-~-~.,;{~;?~ ~--··.-_-· --:_·,~ -:~~-"~'''"~·~ 
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for this state. This certainly goes beyond anything we municipal 

officials can solve. 

Fortunately, a lot of dedicated and talented people have been 

working very had on this difficult boulabaise of problems. The 

Freeholders and County personne! have a good understanding of the 

problem, and the same is true for many local officials and state 

legislators I have talked with. The Cc•urrty SWAC, which elected me 

its chairman a yerar and a half ago, meets regularly to discharge 

our statutory responsibility, advising the Freeholders on Solid 

waste matters. Hopefully all of you will £0 away from today's 

program with a better understanding and appreciation of what all 

of us see! and what we prooose~ to solve a problem that if not 

solved will literally bury all of us in our own garbage. 
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